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Abstract

Photocapacitance and photoconductivity are used to

characterise deep impurities in wide band gap binary

semiconductors.The former method is used to characterise the Ni

centre in GaP:Ni.In particular we show that the Ni
o 8 -

(d ) -> Ni(d ) + e has a photoionisation threshold of

(0.88 - 0.01)eV below the conduction band at 0°C.A new feature

observed in the spectrum of the optical cross section for

electrons is a dip at a photon energy of 1.24eV.This dip is shown

to be consistent with the transition

8 9
d -> d + h.Photoconductivity is used to characterise a copper

related centre in two ZnS:Mn based (do) thin film

electroluminescent devices (TFED) and the M centre in two samples

of ZnSe.The copper related centre and the M centre are shown to

have photoionisation thresholds of (2.49 - 0.25)eV and 2.01eV

below the conduction band respectively.

AC electrical properties of one of the TFED's and the ZnSe

samples were studied when the materials were in the dark and when

light was made incident upon them. When the materials are in the

dark the dispersion in the measured capacitance and resistance of

the materials can be understood in terms of equivalent

circuits.When light is continuously left on the materials the

dispersion in the measured capacitance and resistance cannot be

decomposed into an equivalent circuit.The dispersion is

understood in terms of a new form of hopping conduction which is

associated v/ith the photoconductive process of capture and

thermal emission of photoexcited carriers between a set of traps

and one of the free carrier bands.
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1 Introduction.The role of impurities in semiconductors.

1.1 Importance of impurities in semiconductors

Pure crystalline semiconductors would have been of little

technological importance.The ability to contaminate a semiconductor,

in a controlled and systematic way,has yielded semiconductors that can

have their conductivity tailored (to some extent) to meet specific

requirements . This ability as well as the existence of two types of

conductivities in semiconductors has yielded a large variety of

devices whose existence is taken for granted.However the effect of

impurities in semiconductors is not always beneficial.This is borne

out by experiments that reveal that during the doping process of

tailoring the conductivity small amounts of unwanted impurities are

incorporated into the semiconductor.Such impurities,although occurring

in small concentrations (compared with the wanted impurities) may

completely ruin the function of the device.

The work to be presented in later chapters is the

characterisation of impurities in binary semiconductors and their role

in the electrical conductivity. The majority of the work presented in

chapters two through to six are self contained and there is little,if

any,cross reference.lt is the object of the present chapter to present

a unification of this work.We begin this unification by noting the

types of impurities encountered experimentally and how such impurities

are described theoretically.In the former we will consider the
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techniques of photoconductivity (PCON) and photocapacitance (PCAP) as

methods of characterising impurities in semiconductors.The merits of

the two methods will be discussed in terms of the relevant information

that can be obtained from these.For the theoretical description,we

will define the approaches used and leave the detail to references

quoted in the text. Later,an outline of the work is presented.The

present work is the characterisation of deep levels and their

influence on the electrical properties in wide band gap semiconductors

that are used in the optoelectronic industry.

1 .2 Role Q

As mentioned in the previous section ,impurities are at the heart

of semiconductor devices.This section attempts to outline the main

forms of impurities in a classification,attempts to describe them

theoretically and also describe the relevance of the impurity type to

device function.

The impurities can be classified into three

types:isoelectronic,deep and shallow.Isoelectronic impurities are

those that have the outer electronic configuration the same as the

atom it replaces in the host lattice.The ground state of such

impurities sometimes lies deep in the valence band.Such impurities can

be important (as in the impact excitation of Mn in ZnS:Mn thin film

electroluminescent devices).We shall not dwell upon them as they are

difficult to observe in experiments such as PCAP and

PCON.Technologically the impurities of importance are those that have

been labelled deep and shallow.A classification of deep and shallow
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impurities could be based on the location of the ground energy level

produced by such an impurity relative to the band edge.It has become

practice to regard impurities as 'shallow' if the ground level is less

than 0.1eV (measured from a band edge).An impurity is labelled deep if

the energy level produced by it is more than 0.1eV away from the band

edge. The shallow and the deep impurity perform different roles in

device physics. For a shallow donor,the outer electron will be

loosely bound to the donor and at room temperatures the donor is

expected to be ionised and thus able to contribute to the free carrier

concentration.Similar reasoning applies to shallow acceptors.Hence the

primary reason for introducing shallow impurities is to increase the

conductivity of the material and in particular to make it into n-type

or p-type.This in turn has led to a large number of devices to be

fabricated.In particular,without the advent of the 'electronic switch'

(the transistor) modern day wonders that are taken for granted could

never have occurred.

Deep impurities play an important role in luminescent and

photo-devices (such as the solar cell and the photoconductor).The

energy level produced by the deep impurity lies well away from the

band edge.If a host with a large band gap is doped with a suitable

impurity it is possible to achieve luminesence throughout the visible

region.Luminescence is usually achieved through some form of

excitation,as for example by passing a current through the sample

which has been fabricated into a pn junction diode .Alternatively if a

semiconductor with deep impurities is placed in the dark prior to

shining monochromatic light,it is found that the conductivity of the

sample increases (in some cases) by many orders of

magnitude.Photodetectors are based on this principle. The effect of
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the deep impurities is not purely beneficial.An example is GaAs:Cr

which is used as a substrate in GaAs IC's.It was found that the

chromium impurity can diffuse to the active regions of the device and

thus completely ruin its function.This is rather unfortunate,but

GaAsrCr is widely used in the manufacture of GaAs IC's.Other

impurities that produce deep energy levels can capture free electrons

and holes and thus reduce the conductivity of the material (that may

have been intentionally doped with shallow impurities to increase the

conductivity of the material).

The theoretical understanding of the two types of impurities

presented in the discussion above are,to some extent,based on the

location of the energy level produced by the impurity in the band gap

in relation to a band edge.For shallow donors we mentioned that the

outer electron is expected to be loosely bound to the donor and at

room temperatures the donor is expected to be ionised. The potential

produced by an ionised donor will be Coulombic at large distances The

outer electron of the donor will move in a central fieldjthat is , the

shallow donor can be described by a modified hydrogen model.The

modifications required are to replace the free electron mass by its

effective mass in the host crystal and take screening due to the

lattice into account. Although this model of the shallow donor is

useful,detailed interpretation of the excited donor states observed in

experiment may have to use more advanced theories.Alternatively we can

say that the wavefunction of the outer electron will extend over a

large volume of the lattice so that in is space the wavefunction will

be localised.The wavefunction of the donor can be constructed from

taking a linear combination of the lattice wavefunctions (usually from

the band that the impurity level is nearest to) as the basis
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functions.The constructed wavefunction will converge rapidly as the

number of bases required will be small.Hence,in principle,calculation

of transition probabilities in an absorption experiment for example,is

straightforward. When the outer electron is closer to the core,the

potential that the outer electron experiences is no longer Coulombic

and so the modified hydrogenic model is no longer applicable.In such

cases it is better to abandon the hydrogen model and construct the

wavefunction of the donor from the lattice wavefunctions and hope for

convergence.

Deep impurities are characterised by a wavefunction that is

highly localised in real space and thus extended in jk space. To

construct the deep impurity wavefunction using the lattice

wavefunctions as a basis will require lattice wavefunctions taken from

the entire Brillouin zone.Convergence of the wavefunction using this

approach may prove to be difficult. In general theoretical study of

deep levels is difficult.For transition metal ions (for example Ni) in

semiconductors a starting point to collate a large amount of data is

the crystal field theory.This is a semi-empirical theory used by

experimentalists to interpret,for example,absorption spectra. To use

the crystal field theory,the energy levels and the wavefunction of the

atomic ionised transition metal ion are found (an excellent source for

a procedure to calculate them is in the book by Theissing and
/ O \

Caplan ).Once the transition metal ion is placed substitutionally

into the lattice,it will be acted upon by a crystal potential.The form

of the crystal potential will have the full symmetry of the host

crystal.For the free atomic ionised transition metal ion,the d

electron will occupy an energy level that is ten fold

degenerate.Treating the crystal potential as a perturbation it is
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found that the crystal potential will lift this ten fold degenerate

level into one that is six fold degenerate (the so-called t2 orbital)
and one that is four fold degenerate (the e orbital).The separation of

the two levels is called the crystal field splitting and is usually

denoted by A or 1ODq.Detailed procedures for calculating the energy

levels when more than one electron occupies the d shell can be found

(?) fU)
in the books by Ballhausenv ,Griffithsv ' and in the article by Allen

(1 )
and Pearson .Further refinement to the procedure outlined above can

include spin-orbit coupling and the Jahn-Teller effect. A practical

version of the crystal field theory that acknowledges the difference

of an electron in an e orbital and that in a t^ orbital has recently
been proposed by O'Neill and Allen (see for example

reference 9).Difficulties with the crystal field theory arise when the

transition metal ion does not occupy a substitutional position.Further

difficulties may be encountered when we have complexes. In such cases

it would be better to consider other approaches,such as the the

scattered wave method and molecular orbital approaches.lt is clear

from the above brief outline of the theoretical approaches to study

shallow and deep impurities that the latter are the more difficult to

describe theoretically.

A brief discussion will be made here concerning the energy levels

of a multielectron impurities such as the transition metal ions.In

photoionisation experiments,as measured for example in PCAP and

PCON,we take an electron from the impurity and place it in the

conduction band (for the sake of argument) and leave one less electron

bound to the impurity.This implies for the transition metal ions with

n electrons in the d shell (a dn configuration) and n-1 electrons

after the photoionisation transition,the photoionisation threshold
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will correspond to the dn - dn ^ level (for the notation,see the

article by Allen and Pearson). A difficulty arises in that the

theoretician works with one electron energy while the experimenter

measures many-electron energies.

We mentioned that two experiments to characterise impurities were

PCON and PCAP.As the names suggest,in one case the change in the

electrical conductivity is measured when the sample is exposed to

light while in the other the change in the capacitance is

measured.PCON is perhaps the easier to carry out experimentally and

can be used to characterise both deep and shallow impurities while

PCAP is best suited to the study of deep impurities.

PCON involves measuring the change in the resistance of the

sample when light is shone on it.The effect will be greatest in

semi-insulating materials. When light is shone onto the material,the

dark occupancies of the impurities will be changed.lt is

straightforward to write down the equations describing the various

occupancies but much more difficult to find a general solution for the

free carrier concentration.Thus most of the text books deal with the

steady-state photoconductivity and derive various models in terms of a

free carrier time (see for example Rose^^ and Blakemore^^).However,
it will be shown in chapter 5 that under certain approximations it is

possible to obtain a general solution that does not rely upon matrix

formulation or numerical solutions.lt will be further shown in chapter

5 that the time dependence of the photoconductivity gives more

information than just studying the steady-state values.Using a

monochromatic light source it is possible to study both deep and

shallow impurities .The excited states of the shallow impurities can
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be analysed in terms of a modified hydrogen model which was discussed

earlier in this section.

Study of impurities using PCAP requires that the sample with the

required impurity doped into it is fabricated either into a pn

junction diode or as the semiconductor in a Schottky diode,the latter

being easier to fabricate than the former.We will describe the PCAP as

applied to a Schottky diode as the description for a pn junction diode

is similar.lt is known that there is a region adjacent to the metal

contact that is devoid of free carriers (the depletion region) except

for a few Debye lengths at the edge of the depletion region.The

depletion region contains a space charge and hence it follows that

there is a capacitance associated with it.A sensitive capacitance

bridge is required for PCAP experiments as the change in the

capacitances to be measured may be the order of 0.01pF on a background

capacitance of the diode which could be many hundreds of pF.Shining

light on the diode (with the depletion region facing the light) will

change the capacitance of the diode. Consider the case of exciting

electrons from the impurity into the conduction band.The photoexcited

electron will be swept out of the depletion region by the high

electric field which is present in the depletion region.Thus a net

positive charge will be left on the impurity.This implies that the

capacitance will change (positively).Similarly when holes are excited

from the impurity they will leave behind a net negative charge and

thus again the capacitance will change (negatively). The sign of the

capacitance change gives the additional information about the band

involved in the optical transitions.Furthermore,PCAP can be adapted so

that information about capture cross sections for electrons and holes

can be found as well as the spectrum of the optical cross section for
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electrons and holes.A number of differences exist between PCAP and

PCOH. PCON cannot tell which band is involved in the optical

transitions as the measured electrical current cannot be easily used

to distinguish between a hole current and an electron current.The

capture of free carriers can to a large extent be neglected in the

PCAP experiments while in PCON this cannot be done.The main effect of

the free carrier concentration in PCAP is that some capture does occur

at the edge of the depletion region and is sometimes responsible for

the capacitance not returning to the dark value after illumination of

the diode.In our studies of impurities in semiconductors,both methods

were used.As mentioned the dynamics of capture/thermal emission of

carriers from a shallow impurity and one of the bands was best studied

by photoconductivity while the photocapacitance was used to

characterise an impurity that has been labelled as a possible killer

centre in an optoelectronic material.

1•3 Summary of the work carried out

As mentioned PCAP and PCON are used for different

purposes.Chapter 2 is a study of the nickel impurity in n-type GaP.GaP

is used to fabricate LED's when a suitable impurity has been doped

into it.For example GaP:Zn,0 is used in the manufacture of red

LED's.In competition with transitions that involve the emission of

photons (radiative transitions) there are other centres that promote

non-radiative transitions.Nickel is such an impurity that occurs in

device grade GaP.The nickel impurity occurs in three charge states in

7 8 9
GaP: d ,d (in predominantly p-type GaP) and d (in n-type

q

GaP).Although the Ni (d ) impurity had been established in GaP,the
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9 8
d - d energy level had not been measured accurately and thus an

investigation was carried out to establish such a level. We present a

detailed photocapacitance spectra which is consistent with the Ni in

9 9 8
the d charge state.In particular the d - d level is found to have a

photoionisation threshold of (0.88 -0.01)eV below the conduction band

at 0°C.A band seen in the photocapacitance spectrum shows structure

which has not been previously reported.

During the course of carrying out the PCAP experiments,it was

noticed that the PCAP experiment is time consuming (due to the small

optical cross section of the deep impurities ) and is repetitive.An

automated system was required that would be capable of reproducing all

the manual operations of a PCAP experiment. Certain equipment that

was required for an automated system was not available commercially.

An example of this is a (digital) voltmeter that has a band width of

(TM)
1MHz. A system was developed around a PET microcomputer that was

able to reproduce all the manual operations in a PCAP experiments.The

system is presented in chapter 3•Although no experiments were done by

the author with the system,R Hall ( private communication) has used it

to characterise deep impurities in semiconductors.

Chapter 4 is a study of the optical and electrical properties of

dc thin film electroluminescent devices (TFED).A TFED consists of thin

film of ZnS:Mn phosphor sandwiched between a transparent conducting

electrode and a metal electrode. TFED's are thought to be suitable

candidates for the display of digital information in a form that can

be read as for example in a screen monitor and display units of the

types that are used at airports and railway stations.There were a

number of new properties of the device found in our study on the
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TFED. One of these was that the 'capacitance' measured on a

capacitance bridge corresponded to a photoconductive process.This

conclusion does not agree with work published by some Japanese workers

on the characterisation of a deep centre in a thin film of ZnS:Ag

fabricated in a structure similar to a TFED.Two devices were

studied:one where the sputtering of the active ZnS:Mn took place in an

atmosphere of argon (the 'non-hydrogenated'device) and another where

the sputtering of the ZnS:Mn took place in an atmosphere of argon and

hydrogen (the 'hydrogenated' device).We showed that both devices have

the same deep centre,although the hydrogenated device had other

impurities in the band gap.An equivalent circuit for the

non-hydrogenated device was found.It was found that when the TFED was

in the dark,the dispersion observed in the measured equivalent circuit

consisting of a series combination of a resistor and a capacitor could

be decomposed to an equivalent circuit that consisted of the

resistance of the contacts in series with a parallel combination of a

capacitor (C) representing the ZnS:Mn as a dielectric and a resistor

(R) representing leakage.When light was shone on the device,the same

equivalent circuit is useful except that R and C become frequency

dependent.The form of the frequency dependence of R and C is

interpreted in terms of hopping conduction. We believe that this is

the first time that hopping conduction has been observed in ZnS in a

well characterised device.

The type of hopping conduction observed in ZnS:Mn was extended to

ZnSe:Mn,a material that is similar to ZnS:Mn.The work on ZnSe:Mn is

presented in chapter 5.Two samples were studied which were

characterised by photoconductivity.The characterisation process

revealed the existence of the so-called M centre in our samples as
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well as the existence of shallow impurities that produced energy

levels below the conduction band. One rather surprising result from

the characterisation process was that if the dark current was

subtracted from the photocurrent then the photocurrent decayed

approximately as a power law once the light had been blocked off.The

capacitance of the samples measured from 20Hz to 1OOKHz showed

dispersion only when light was shone on them.The form of this

dispersion was that the capacitance decreased as the frequency

increased as a power law (with the exponent positive and less than

unity).The dispersion of the capacitance is interpreted in terms of

hopping conduction.

There are no general theories that describe the hopping

conduction.The situation is further compounded by the fact that

hopping conduction is seen in a variety of materials

(5)
(Jonscher ).This in turn has led authors (especially the Chelsea

group (Jonscher,Hill and Dissado)) to propose the existence of the

so-called universal law connected with hopping conduction,that is

((X1 - X' (°°) )/X" = tan(sir/2)) where s is positive and less than

unity.In chapter 6,some commonly reported models of the ac

conductivity( c =a)(x' +i x" ) are analysed as to which material theycLL-

apply to other than the ones that they were formulated for.The ac

conductivity which is associated with hopping varies with frequency as

CTac = k fs. We show that s has a temperature dependence which is
often glossed over in the literature and show that the form of this

temperature dependence is a linear decrease of s with increasing

temperature;the value of s at 0 K depends on the material. Use of the

Kramers-Kronig relationship is usually made to compare the real and

the imaginary parts of the ac conductivity.
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Finally in chapter 7 some concluding remarks on the work carried

out is presented

Since the work is presented in self contained chapters,it is

hoped that the present discussion has to some extent unified the

work.
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2 GaP:Ni - Optical Measurements

2.1 Introduction

GaP is a material that is used for manufacturing LEDs.The light

output from these devices is found to be controlled by the so-called

non-radiative centres (sometimes called "killer centres" in

LED's).These non radiative centres lose excess energy in the

electroluminescence process by multiple phonon emission rather then by

emitting a photon.The non radiative centres are caused by the

inclusion of unwanted impurities in semiconductors during growth.

Ennen and Kaufmann (1980) have noted that the transition metal

impurities,such as nickel,are fast diffusing in GaP.Nickel is a

78 9 9
multivalent impurity with three charge states:d ,d and d .The d

configuration can act as an efficient recombination centre for holes

and thus can limit,for example,the light output on the n side of a p-n

junction LED by capturing the injected holes.Ennen and Kaufmann have

suggested that this may account for the fact that the observed light

output is better on the p side of a pn junction GaP:Zn LED than on the

n side.An understanding of the nickel impurity in n-type GaP can have

implications on the perforaance of commercial GaP LED's.

In this chapter ,we present a detailed spectrum of the optical

9
electron cross section for Ni d in n-type GaP.This spectrum shows a

band which is due to a photothermal process,a photoionisation

threshold and a dip at a photon energy of 1.24eV that has not been
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seen in previous published work.This spectrum is explained on the

9
basis that the charge state of the nickel is d , and the three features

of the electron optical cross section spectrum are consistent with

this assumption.

8 2
The free nickel atom has the configuration [Ar]3d 4s .The outer

three electrons will go to bonding with the lattice when the nickel

atom is introduced substitutionally on the gallium site in n-type

GaP.Thus the neutral charge state of nickel in n-type GaP is expected

7 7
to be d .Nickel d has been detected using ESR by Kaufmann and

Schneider(1979) who find the splitting of the ground state to be

consistent with a charge centre of spin 4,and by Ueda et al (1983)

7
using ENDOR who conclude the Ni d to be subsititutional on a Ga site

7
and with tetrahedral symmetry.The d configuration can capture one or

8 9
two electrons to form d or d configurations respectively. Internal

g
transitions corresponding to Ni d were first observed by Baranowski

et al (1967) in absorption experiments.Liro and Baranowski (1982)

3
later carried out piezoabsorption and Zeeman studies on the T^(P)

8 9
state of Ni d .The d configuration has been identified by Kaufmann et

gal(1979).The d configuration occurs mainly in n-type GaP,although it

can be created in p type GaP by irradiating light of above band gap

energy (Ennen and Kaufmann (1980)).In addition to the three charge

states of Ni,when large concentration of nickel occur in n-type

GaP,nearest neighbour complexes can form as well as next nearest

neighbours(Ennen and Kaufmann (1980)).
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In experiments involving photoionisation we are measuring the

energy level dn - if the photoionisation involves an electron in

the conduction band.In figure 2.1, the transitions of this type for

nickel in n-type GaP are summarised.This figure uses the notation

first put forward by Allen and Pearson (1967)-

Section 2.2 describes the principle of the photocapacitance

method and section 2.3 describes in particular the double light source

steady-state photocapacitance (DLSS) measurements.In section 2.4 the

experimental apparatus and the experimental method are described.The

results are presented in section 2.5 and a discussion is in section

2.6.

2.2 Principle of Photocapacitance

A Schottky diode possesses a depletion region,that is,a region of

high resistivity adjacent to the metal.Consider an n-type diode with a

shallow donor of concentration and a deep centre of concentration

Nt that produces a deep level in the upper half of the band gap.

The differential capacitance of the depletion region is given by

C={qk/(2(Vb± - V))}1/2(Nd + sNt)1/2 2.1

In equation 2.1 is the built in potential and k is the dielectric

permittivity of the host semiconductor.We have replaced N^, by sN^
where s is the charge of the impurity with respect to the lattice.For
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g
Ni d in GaP,s is -2.Suppose we change the impurity occupancy by an

amount AnT, then the fractional change in the depletion layer
capacitance is

& C/C = AnT/(2(Nd +s Nj))

If we make the approximation of there being much more of the

centres giving the shallow level than those giving the deep level,then

+ sN^, will be approximately equal to N^.This implies that any

change in the occupancy of the deep centre will be small compared to

N^.Under this approximation the above equation can be simplified to

A C/C = A n_,/2N , 2.2
T d

Making the above approximation leads to the simple result that

the change in the occupancy of the deep centre is directly

proportional to the capacitance change of the depletion region.In

photocapacitance the change in the occupancy of the deep level is

brought about by shining light on the diode.

The sign of the capacitance change can tell us which band is

involved in the optical process.In the case considered above,the sign

of the capacitance will be positive because we are taking electrons

from the deep centre and leaving a net positive charge behind.

A further advantage of using photocapacitance lies in the fact

that,apart from a Debye length at the edge of the depletion region,the

capture of free electrons by the deep centre can be neglected.The main

disadvantage of using photocapacitance is that it is time
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consuming.One good spectrum can take a month or two to take.

To measure the differential capacitance of the diode a small ac

signal is applied to the diode.The applied frequency of this signal

must be such that we are only measuring the photocapacitance that is

due to the "bulk" defects and not to the surface defects.These surface

defects are found to be "slow responders" (Many et al (1965) and their

contribution to the total capacitance of the diode can be eliminated

if we apply a frequency larger then 100kHz."Bulk " defects are those

that are found in the bulk of the semiconductor away from the

surface.

2.3 DLSS Method

In this section we will describe the advantages of using two

beams of light to study the optical parameters of deep centres in

semiconductors.In the two beam experiment,a pumping light ("second

light source") is used to fix the initial occupancy of the deep centre

and then a monochromatic light is used to perturb the occupancy of the

deep centre to produce an optical cross section spectrum for electrons

or holes.One advantage of using two light beams is to make one of the

optical cross sections (either electrons or holes) negligible in the

experiment.To show this,consider the diagram shown in figure 2.2.If

the effect of the second light source was such that it emptied the

impurity centre of electrons, then e%T will be negligible compared to

e°P-j. and so the monochromatic light will only measure the hole
emission constant. Here nT is the concentration of electrons
localised at the impurity centre,pT is the hole occupancy of the
impurity centre,e° is the optical hole emission constant and e° is the
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optical emission constant for electrons.Hence by fixing the initial

occupancy of the deep centre one can study e° and e° separately,even

when they are of nearly equal magnitude.If many centres are present in

the band gap of the material,then the second light can be used to fill

one centre with electrons or holes and the monochromatic light can be

used as before.

Figure 2.2 shows an infinitesimal region of the depletion

region.A light source is filtered to lie in the energy range

E - E < h <E thus ensuring that the deep centre is initiallyiv g

occupied mainly by electrons. A monochromatic light of much lower

intensity than the first light is then used to perturb the occupancy

of the deep level.

When the second light is switched on the rate equation describing

the change in the impurity electron occupancy is

• / O Ov o .T *

n,, = -(e + e + e 2.3aT ns ps T ps T

In steady-state

n = e° N /(e° + e° ) 2.3b
T ps T ps ns

When the monochromatic light is switched on in addition to the

second light, the steady-state change in the impurity electron

occupancy will be given by

°.r//0 o o.
n = e N /(e + e + e ) 2.3c
r ps T n ns ps



The steady-state change in the impurity electron occupancy

produced by the monochromatic light alone is given by subtracting 2.3b

from 2.3c.This is given by

A f C it o o*2.o n nAn = {e N /(e + e ) }e 2.3
T ps T ns ps n

To derive equation 2.3 we have made use of the condition

e ° + e ° »e°. In equation 2.3 we have the result that the
ns ps n

steady-state change in the capacitance is proportional to the optical

emission constant.The optical emission constant divided by the

incident flux is the optical cross section.

2.4 Experimental Detail

The experimental apparatus for measuring the capacitance is shown

in figure 2.3. The bridge is a specially constructed one and it has

been used for photocapacitance work previously.Consequently it has

been characterised (Szawelska (1980)).The important result of this

characterisation is that the off-balance signal observed on the chart

recorder is directly proportional to the change in the capacitance.

The diode was fabricated by H.Szawelska .Szawelska and Allen

(1982) have described how this diode was fabricated.The diode was

connected to a cold finger using pressure contacts.The cold finger was

connected to a bath in a home-made cryostat.In the bath ice and an

acetone - CO^ mixture were used to give temperatures of 0°C and -76°C
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respectively. The temperature was measured on a CliL 207 digital

thermometer.

To the diode a JJOOkHZ signal with a p-p value of 18mV was

applied.This signal ensures only bulk traps are able to follow the

applied signal and that the diode can be represented by its small

signal equivalent circuit.

The procedure for producing a DLSS spectrum was to balance the

dark capacitance of the diode.Then a light from a 60W tungsten-halogen

lamp ,after passing through Kodak Wratten filter 23A and Ealing filter

263053,was shone on the diode.This filtered light lay in the energy

interval (1.8,2.0)eV. The off-balance signal produced by this light

(the "second light source"),was monitored on the chart recorder until

a steady signal was observed.The bridge was rebalanced to offset this

large capacitance change.Light from a Bausch and Lomb monochromator is

then used to excite electrons from the deep level into the conduction

band and the resulting off-balance signal produced by the

monochromatic light is monitored on the chart recorder until a steady

signal is observed.The monochromatic light is blocked by closing a

shutter.Once a steady signal is observed with the diode in the

dark,the wavelength of the monochromator is changed and the procedure

outlined above is repeated. The automated photocapacitance method is

described in the next chapter.

The monochromator uses a diffraction grating to produce the

monochromatic light. To remove the second order wavelengths, a Grubb

Parsons Si filter was placed at the exit of the monochromator for

photon energies between (0.6,0.9)eV,while for photon energies between
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(0-9»1-3)eV a Grubb Parsons GaAs filter was placed. The band pass of

the monochromator for wavelengths between 1.98 pm and 1.40 pm

(0.60eV to 0.90eV) was 0.01 pm and for wavelengths between 1.39 Vm and

0.98 pm (0.9eV to 1.30eV) it was 0.013 Pm.

One method of ensuring the second light source was of a greater

intensity than the monochromatic light was to measure the photocurrent

produced by the two light sources.This was done by connecting the

diode to a Keithley 616 electrometer.The flux of the monochromatic

light was measured in relative terms by connecting a Hilger Schwartz

thermopile to a Keithley 155 null detector microvoltmeter.

One of the main difficulties of doing any experiments,which is

most certainly true for photocapacitance,is the noise in the signal

that we are trying to observe.To reduce this noise,various steps were

taken.The noise caused by the coaxial cables picking up noise was

reduced by making the lengths of these cables as short as

possible.Mains-borne "spikes" that are caused by electrical

equipements being turned on and off were reduced by operating the

signal generator and the pre-amplifier from a mains line conditioner.

The pre amplifier had in addition a mains filter to reduce the mains

noise even further. (It was also found that the best time to run the

photocapacitance experiments was at night when the mains-borne noise

was the least.) From the pre amplifier the signal was fed into a

passive RLC band pass filter with the centre frequency of the filter

at 400kHz.Finally to reduce the effect of the stray radiation,we

worked from outside the dark room and only entered it when it was

necessary to change the wavelength of the monochromator.
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2.5 Results

The results of the DLSS experiments are shown in figures 2.4 to

2.7-Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show a band in the DLSS spectrum at 0°C and

- 76°C respectively.This band is due to photothermal excitation of an

electron from a ground state of a deep level.The kinetics describing

this situation are shown in appendix 2A.In figure 2.4 a large onset in

the spectrum occurs at 0.70eV. A reason for this large onset can be

9
given if we assume the charge state of the nickel is d .The zpl of Ni

9
d is 0.664eV (Kaufmann et al (1979)) and a 31meV phonon has been

shown to exist in n-type GaP (Kaufmann et al (1979)). This large

transition is due to the optical transition to the first excited

vibronic level.The band at the lower temperature shows additional

peaks at 0.72eV and 0.76eV.For single phonon participation,additional

peaks are expected to occur at 0.73eV and 0.76eV.This is in reasonable

agreement with the experimental data.The full width at half maximum is

0.095eV at -76°C compared with 0.17eV at 0°C.

Szawelska and Allen (1982) and Yang et al (1984) have also

observed this band in their photocapacitance experiments.The band was

not resolved by them and they assumed the band to have a Gaussian

shape to do further analysis . A band seen in say absorption

experiments that does not show any structure,and has a Gaussian shape

is a classic example of a system that shows evidence of strong

electron- phonon coupling.Thus the value of the number (the Huang Rhys

S) which indicates the level of the coupling has been overestimated

both by Szawelska and Allen (1982) and by Yang et al (1984).
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Figure 2.6 is the spectrum showing the photoionisation of the Ni

9
d impurity over a wider spectral range.There is a photoionisation

threshold near 0.9eV and a second threshold near 1.2eV.The dip seen in

figure 2.6 is shown on an expanded scale on figure 2.7.The position of

3 3
the dip corresponds to the T^ - T^ transition of isolated Ni

q 9 8
d .Since the d-d level lies 'v 0.9eV below the conduction band then

8 9
the d - d level lies ^ 1.35eV above the valence band.In a process

involving a photothermal excitation of a hole to the valence band from

8 9
d (and thereby converting it into d ) the order of 1.24eV energy is

supplied by the photons and the remainder is supplied through phonon

8 9
absorption.Ni d is produced from photoionisation of Ni and then the

9 8
photoionisation of d competes with the internal transition of d

8 9
which results in the d converted into d .

For photoionisation a model has been proposed by Allen

(unpublished).In this model the initial wavefunction of the localised

electron is an evanascent one and its final wavefunction is that of a

plane wave.The result of the calculation is,near the threshold of

photoionisation,the optical cross section varies with photon energy as

a (hv) 'v (hv) ^ (hv- hvo)
2/3

Figure 2.8 shows a graph of (ahv) vs hv .From this graph a

photoionisation threshold of (0.88 + 0.01)eV is obtained.This

threshold is significantly different from the threshold found by

Szawelska et al (1981) from their absorption and photocapacitance

data.The apparent discrepancy in the threshold values can be explained

by noting that over a large range of Ni concentration,Ni complexes can

form (Ennen and Kaufmann (1980) and Baranowski et al (1982)).A nickel
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related centre will have a large value of the optical cross section

because of the reduced symmetry around this complex.This nickel

related centre may occur in "small" concentration but its absorption

9
coefficient is greater than that for Ni d . In the absorption spectrum

reported by Szawelska et al (1982) for GaP:Ni a bump was seen which

2 2
roughly correlated with the zero phonon T2 ~ E electron transition

g
of Ni d in n-type GaP.The value of the photoionisation threshold

found from the rising part of the absorption spectrum was smaller then

the photoionisation threshold found from the DLSS data The absorption

spectrum reported by Szawelska et al therefore has the two effects

superimposed;the rising part of this spectrum being dominated by the

Ni related centre.

Szawelska et al (1982) noted the difference between the

absorption and the photocapacitance spectra of nickel in n-type

GaP.This difference was tentativly suggested to be related with the

electric field in the depletion region of the Schottky diode. The

difference in the two spectra can be understood if there is a nickel

9
related complex and the Ni d in n-type GaP. In the transient

photocapacitance technique, the optical cross section and the impurity

concentration are measured separately whereas in the absorption

experiments we measure the product of these two quantities.In light of

what has been said above we can say that the photocapacitance

9
experiments have measured the properties of the Ni d while the rising

part of the absorption spectrum is dominated by the nickel related

centre. Thus we can say that there are two charge centres present;one

centre that dominates the absorption experiment ,reported by Szawelska

et al, (the nickel related centre) and the Ni d that dominates the

photocapacitance experiments.
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2.6 Discussion

The band seen in the DLSS experiments is an internal transition

g
of Ni d as shown by the structure of the band. This structure is

resolved and is probably due to a 31meV phonon involved in the

photothermal process. Although two other groups (Szawelska and Allen

and Yang et al) have observed this band in their photocapacitance

experiments , they have not been able to resolve the structure of this

band.

A previously unseen feature in the electron optical cross section

is the appearance of a dip at 1.24eV.This dip can be explained by

assuming the charge state of the nickel in n-type GaP when the diode

9
is in the dark is Ni d . When a photon of energy 1.24 eV is incident

0
on the diode,internal transitions of Ni d will be competing with the

9 8 9 8
photoionisation of Ni d into d .Since the d -d level is 0.9eV below

8 9
the conduction band then the d -d level will be 1.35 eV above the

valence band.The incident photon energy supplies 1.24eV and the and

^ 0.1eV will be supplied by phonon absorption.Thus in a photothermal
O

process involving an electron from the valence band some of the Ni d

9
will be converted into Ni d again. This dip is a strong evidence

9
that the charge state of the nickel in n-type GaP is d .

We showed above a photoionisation threshold that occurs at

9 8
0.88eV.This is the energy required to convert Ni d into Ni d with an

9 8
electron in the conduction band.Our value of the d - d energy level

of Ni is slightly higher than that reported by Yang et al (1984).This

is because our value of the photoionisation threshold is found at a
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higher temperature than Yang et al.

9
In conclusion, the charge state of the nickel in n-type GaP is d

9 8
and the d - d energy level of the nickel impurity is 0.88eV below

the conduction band. The band seen in the DLSS spectrum is consistent

9
with the internal transition of Ni d .
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Appendix 2A

Diagram 2.9 show a small region of the depletion region with a

deep level that possesses an exeited level and a ground state.The

various symbols are now defined.The symbol "e" stands for emission

with the superscript "o" for the optical and "t" for the thermal

processes.The subscript n is for the change in the occupancy of the

deep level caused by the monochromatic light and "ns" as that caused

by the secondary light source.A further quantity that needs to be
*

defined is c which is the probability of an electron in the excited

state being captured by the ground state.

We can write down the rate equations for the electrons in the

ground state and in the excited state when only the secondary light

source is shone on the diode,in obvious notation,as

o * o

"rp ~ =e p + c n - e nTg ps T Te ns Ig

to ^
-(e + e 1„o + C )nT~Te 1ns le

If the lifetime of the excited level is large then n^,g will be
approximately zero.Thus

nTg = e°psVk1 (1>

where k. = (e° + e° ).When the monochromatic light is shone on the1 ps ns

diode the rate equations for the two states become
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AIg = "<k1 + e n)nTg + e psNT + (0 ' e ps,nTe

hfe= -(e°lnS + et + °*,nTe + e°nnTg

In the last two equations we have used the relation NT = n^ +n.pe +P.p»
In steady-state the last two equations give

VNT = e°P3k2/D1

nTe/NT " e ne ps/D1

Where k„ = e^ + e°. + e and D. = (k. + e° )k„ - [(e° - c )e° ].2 1ns 11 n 2 ps n

Thus the total change in the electron occupancy produced by the

monochromatic light and the secondary light is

VNT " %s(e°n + k2)/D1 <2)

Subtracting (1) from (2) we get the change in the electron

concentration produced by the monochromatic light alone

AnT/NT = {[k2 - c - e°ng]/(kik2)}e0n

When there is direct photoionisation of the impurity centre then

t *
e and c can effectively be put to zero at low temperatures. Then

the change in the electron concentration produced by the monochromatic

light is

/m f o / / o 0v2v-|0An /N = (e /(e + e ) )}e
T T ps ps ns l
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3 The automated capacitance method

In this chapter a method of automating the photocapacitance (PC)

is presented.This method was initially developed for the DLSS

photocapacitance method that was used to study nickel in

GaP.Modification of the program for the transient photocapacitance

method is indicated .The automated method described here is also

ideally suited for other photo-experiments,such as

photoconductivity.The over-all view of the automated system is shown

in figure 3.1.

This chapter is divided into three sections.Section 3.1 explains

what the human operator does in the photocapacitance experiments.This

section also establishes the principle of automating the PC

experiment.In section 3-2 the various boards developed will be

described and section 3-3 will describe how all these boards are

connected together to form the complete automated system. We conclude

this chapter with some experimental plots of PC transients and the

measured points using the automated system.

3•1 PC under human control

In this section we will describe how the PC spectrum is taken by

the human operator.The flow chart describing the steps for one

transient of the DLSS method is shown in figure 3.2a.The modification

to this flow chart for carrying out the transient photocapacitance

method is indicated. The human operator follows a repetitive pattern
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of opening the shutter,waiting for a steady signal to appear on the

chart recorder and recording the steady state values of the signal;the

shutter will then be closed and the wavelength of the monochromator

will be incremented.He will do this for each wavelength of interest.

The method described is repetitive and hence it is ideal for

microprocessor control.In figure 3.2b the flow chart in more

mathematical terms is described.

The condition "is the trace steady" now reads "if two consecutive

readings from the voltmeter lie within a specified interval then the

trace is steady". The rest of the steps in figure 3.2b are the same

as in figure 3«2a but now these steps will be under computer control.

We have not mentioned in the above chart flows how reading the

temperature of the sample will be made.The temperature is only read

occasionally and this can be achieved in the automated PC method by

utilising a counter. Once this counter reaches a specified value then

the temperature reading will be taken and the counter will be put to

zero.The counter will then be incremented.

3•2 Sub-svstems to automate the PC method

In this section the various circuit boards (sub-systems) needed

to make the automated system will be described.Figure 3*1 is a

schematic diagram of the system constructed.We see that the system is

(TM)
developed around the PET microcomputer.
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Most of the boards developed used the serial-to-parallel

converter.The method of synchronising the serial data from the 6522

VIA (which is the USER port of the PET) is presented in appendix 3B.In

section 3-2.1 the interface developed to place a bias on the diode is

described.This sub-system is the least complex of the interfaces

developed.An understanding of this interface will help to understand

the other two major interfaces.Section 3.2.2 describes the- temperature

PET interface.This interface is assembled around the control and

readout logic model 207 (CRL 207)-In section 3-2.3 the most complex

interface developed is described.This interface was to take serial

four bit data into the PET.An interface,based on the IEEE 488 bus,was

purchased from Glen Creston Limited to automatically select the

wavelength of light emerging from the exit of a Spex 'Minimate'

monochromator.Finally an interface to open and close a shutter will be

presented in section 3-2.4.In section 3-3 the interconnection of all

these sub-systems is made.

3-2.1 Bias control

There are cases in photocapacitance when there is a need to put a

bias on the diode.The case which we mean here explicitly is the

transient photocapacitance method.In this method,a forward bias pulse

is used to fill the deep centre (with electrons) after the

monochromatic light has emptied the centre of electrons.
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The interface developed is the most easily understandable one .It

employs a serial-to-parallel converter (SPC),a digital-to-analogue

converter (DAC) and an amplifier.The action of the serial to parallel

converter is described in some detail in appendix 3B.The control line

CB2 is also used for the temperature and the voltmeter

interfaces.Furthermore,we cannot employ the MR (master reset) to

control when the SPC works (as this trick,as will be shown later, has

already been used with the other two interfaces).One method of

controlling when this SPC works is to AND the CB2 line and the line

that controls the MR of the SPC.This method will then ensure that data

will be input into the SPC when we want data to enter it.

Once the required bit pattern on the SPC has been achieved then

the enable line of the DAC will be changed and an analogue

representation of the digital data will appear at the output of the

DAC.

This analogue signal can then be amplified to the maximum bias

that we wish to apply to the diode.The amplifier we have chosen is a

low noise bifett opp-amp with feedback to give the amplifier a gain of

1.9.The software to drive this interface is described in figure

3.3.The complete diagram of the bias interface is shown in figure

3.4.
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3.2.2 The temperature interface

In order to understand how this interface works,an understanding

of the output from the the CRL 207 is required.The CRL 207 is a

microprocessor based temperature indicator.The displayed reading is

isolated from the input and made available on the output port of the

unit in parallel form.By this we mean the displayed reading is

presented as four bit words,ie each digit is four bits long.In

addition there is a bit that indicates whether the data is valid and

another bit that signifies the sign of the reading.(The displayed

reading is in degree centigrade.)

In carrying out the photocapacitance experiments it is highly

unlikely that the temperature range of interest will span a few

hundred degree centigrade. Thus we only need to look at three digits

at any time,which will be sufficient to indicate this temperature

range.The interface developed for reading the temperature indicator is

shown in figure 3.5.Data on the output port of the CRL 207 is only

valid for 0.7s before it is updated and the new temperature is

displayed and made available on the output port.Thus the parallel data

from the CRL must be latched and then this reading can be processed.

The latched parallel data is routed to a 16 bit multiplexer.The 12 bit

data from the multiplexer can then be multiplexed out by the control

lines sq to s^ permuting through all combinations.Simple software can
then be used to convert this serial data to the displayed reading.The

flow chart to read the temperature indicator is shown in figure

3.5a and the software is presented in figure 3-5b.
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3.2.3 The voltmeter interface

This interface was developed to convert the analogue signal from

the output of the Hewlett-Packard hp 400E to a digital representation

using a precision analogue-to-digital convertor (ADC).The precision

ADC is the Analogic AN2574 which has effectively 18 bit resolution. The

Analogic AN2574 incorporates a precision ADC,display drivers,display

unit and an output port.On the output port the displayed data is

presented as a serial 4 bit data,as shown in appendix 3C.(This figure

is reproduced with kind permission from Analogic Limited.)

Thus the output port presents data as a four bit word at a time

corresponding to the display digits.The digit that is represented as a

four bit word is denoted by the logic level of the digital strobe

lines Dq to D^. If the logic level of the strobe is HIGH,then the
digit corresponding to the strobe value will be presented as a four

bit word on the 4 data lines.Thus if D is HIGH then the least
o

significant digit will be presented on the 4 bit data lines.As the

strobes go through all the four full digits sequentially, then each

displayed digit is presented sequentially on the four bit data lines.

The interface developed was able to convert this complex data

transfer into bit serial data transfer.This serial data is processed

under simple software control to read the digital reading displayed by

the analogic.The circuit design for reading the displayed reading on

the AN2574 is shown in schematic form in figure 3*6 and the actual

wire diagram is shown in figure 3.7-
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To understand how this interface works let us work from the

analogic side of the interface.The output from the analogic presents

data on the "data" lines for 0.8ms before this data is changed and the

next digit is placed on the data lines.

The interface must be able to latch the data for a particular

digit and then read the value of this digit.This must be done for each

of the four full digits. To do this,the digit strobes are fed through

one port of the 2x4 bit multiplexer and the output from this part of

the multiplexer is taken to the clock input of a shift register.One of

the outputs from this shift register is used to control a latch.The

inputs to this latch come from the 4 bit digit data representing the

value of the digit strobe.

To read a particular digit the following procedure was found to

be convenient.The A side of the 2x4 bit multiplexer (MUX) is disabled

and the B side of the MUX is enabled.The address lines s and s„ are
o 1

given values to take a particular digit strobe to the input of the

shift register(SR). The Dn inputs on the SR are taken low so that the
latch will be transparent to the digit inputs (the digit value ).Then

the D are taken low and thus data will be latched.The B side of the
n

MUX is now disabled and the address lines sq and s^ go through all
possible combinations to read the bits of the four bit word.Simple

software is then used to convert these bits to the number displayed on

the analogic display. .
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The function of the other components on the board will now be

described.The SPC has already been described.The first three bits from

the SPC go to latch (latch^)and from the output of lately they go to
the enable lines of the MUX and to the SR's inputs.The fourth bit

is used to look at the value of the 1/2 digit.The 1/2 digit is either

HIGH or LOW and thus there is no need to go through the above complex

procedure.We need an OR gate so that we can either look at the 1/2

digit and the full digits sequentially. If the control line from

latch^ is held LOW then the output from the AND gate will be LOW and
the data being read will be the four digits.If both ports of the MUX

are disabled and the control line to the AND gate is HIGH then the

output from the OR gate will reflect the 1/2 digit.

The full flow chart diagram showing how data is read is shown in

figure 3-8a and the BASIC version of this flow chart is shown in

figure 3.8b.In BASIC The typical time to read the analogic display was

9 seconds.This time of reading can be improved by employing a system

that has a "fast" BASIC then the PET or by using the machine code

facilities on the PET.

3-2.4 The shutter interface

The mechanical design of the shutter is shown in figure 3.9-It is

basically just a rotary solenoid.A blackened copper-nickel plate was

fastened on this solenoid.By energising the coil we could move the

metal plate across the aperture of the monochromator.This

shutter,although primitive,is ideal for the photocapacitance work.The
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shutter interface (developed by the electronics workshop in the

Physics department) is simply a power supply with a control line from

a TTL gate.A HIGH on this TTL gate will open the shutter and LOW will

close the shutter.The circuit diagram showing the design of the

shutter interface is shown in figure 3.10.

3.3 Interconnection of the various sub-svstems

The interconnection of the various sub-systems developed above is

shown in schematic form in figure 3.11.The right hand side of this

figure is the USER port and PAO through PA7 constitute the 8 bits of

this port.

The temperature interface and the voltmeter interface both use

the SPC and multiplexers to process the data from their respective

units.We can decide from which of the two interfaces we want to take

data. This is accomplished using simple hardware.The component which

do this function is the inverter labelled I.If the voltmeter interface

is enabled then the temperature interface will be disabled.(That is,if

the MR is high on one of the SPC's then it must be LOW on the other

SPC.)

The outputs from the temperature interface and the voltmeter

interface are ORed together;this ensures we can take the output from

the two interfaces into a single bit on the VIA.The control line

(clock),CB2,connects the three interfaces as shown.
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The inverters and the OR gate in figure 3-11 were made on a

separate circuit board.This extra buffering ensures an extra

protective layer between the interfaces and the PET VIA. (A 20p chip is

a lot quicker,and cheaper,to replace than a computer!)

The various sub-systems made were written in modular form so that

they could be used on their own or in a much larger program.In figure

3.12 we have shown how the rise (and decay) of a transient in a DLSS

experiment can be digitised. We can see from this figure that the

"digital transient" and the "analogue transient" are in very good

agreement with each other.The data in figure 3.12 is for GaPrNi.The

use of the system to do experimental work will be presented

else-where.

In conclusion,the system developed above is capable of carrying

out optical experiments on semiconductors under microprocessor

control.
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Appendix 3A

In this appendix we will describe how the Commodore PET

communicates with devices that are external to it.On the PET there are

two input/output (I/O) ports:the so-called USER port (based on the

6522 versatile interface adaptor (VIA)) and the IEEE port.

The IEEE port is designed for connecting devices that use the

IEEE 488 bus interface (or the general purpose interface bus(as named

by its inventors - Hewlett Packard)).On this port we can connect a

printer,disc drives or any device that makes use of the IEEE 488

bus.In particular a total of 15 devices can be connected to the IEEE

port.The speed of the system will then by limited by the slowest

device.One caution in using the Commodore version of the IEEE device

is that a "timing error" will occur if no data is received in

0.7seconds. (This feature is not part of the true IEEE 488

interface.)The IEEE port therefore needs no further interfaces and

allows the user to connect directly to any device that operates on the

IEEE 488 bus principle. The Glen Creston stepper motor control is

based on this interface.

The USER port,on the other hand is,a much more useful in the

sense that its properties can be used by the user.There are two sides

to this port-the A side and the B side.The B side is used in the

timing control of the IEEE port.Thus useful interfacing can only be

done with the A side of this port.The A side of the port is 8 bits

long.These bits can be configured in the output mode or in the input

mode.In addition to these bits there are two very useful bits for use
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in cases where the data from the PET must be synchronised.These bits

are called CB2 and CAl.The CB2 line can be used in the input and in

the output mode whereas the the CA1 line can only be used in the input

mode. The use of the VIA is therefore to treat it just like any other

memory location in the computer.Data can be written to this port

whence lines PAO to PA7 will be transmitting data or we can receive

data from the VIA port,whence data will be input into VIA from

external devices.The memory map of the 6522 VIA,as applicable to the

PET,can be found in the book by Hampshire (1980)

In conclusion,the I/O ports of the PET can be used to communicate

with instruments that use a standard interface (the IEEE 488 bus) or

to communicate with interfaces tailored to the specification of the

user (the USER port).
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Appendix 3B

The interface developed to make use of the USER port made

extensive use of the serial-to-parallel convertor(SPC).In this

appendix we will describe how serial data from the USER port was

converted into parallel bits (this effectively gives us more lines to

connect to various units).

The SPC converts serial data into n bit parallel bit data.For the

74164 SPC n is 8.Diagram 3B.1 is a schematic diagram of the 74164 and

the truth table associated with it.This diagram also shows the timing

sequence to convert the serial data to parallel form.

To convert serial data into parallel data ,the MR (master reset)

is set HIGH and data at the input pin of the SPC will be right shifted

on the positive transition of the clock.This suggests that some form

of synchronisation must be done between the serial data input and the

clock signal.The clock signal must only change when there is data on

the input of the SPC.

To do this the CB2 line on the USER port is configured as an

output line and is used as a clock signal.It can be toggled up and

down using software.On one line of the USER port (ie one of the

PA0-PA7 lines) the data to be converted into parallel form is

placed.This line is connected to the input of the SPC. The CB2 line

is toggled up and down and the data on the input pin of the SPC will

be right shifted.This is done for the required parallel bit pattern.
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Figure 3-2a.Photocapaeitance under human control
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Figure 3-2b. Photocapacitarice under microprocessor control
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. 1 REM

. 5 M 4 =-• 59471 : R8 59 4 68 : Fl 9—31 : Z 3 — 192'.: Z 4 =384
>© P0KE59459,247
S0 P0KE59467,PEEK<59467>RND227
>6 GOSUB400
17 P0KER4 r 1
10 PR I NT "JSP 103 WHICH CRM BE REPLIED TO THE DIODE REE THE FOLLOWING" : PR II IT s PR 11 IT
IO PR I NT : PR I N T : PR I NT " 0=NUL.L " : PR I NT " 1 = C 1 /4 > FULL " : PR I NT " 2= C 1 /2 > FULL "

55 PR I NT " 3= <: 3/4 > FULL > " s PR I ITT " 4==FULL "
18 IFN>4THEHGOSUB400
!0 PRINT"PLERSE INPUT ONE OF THE RBOVE NUMBERS":INPUTN:IFIO4THEN60
•0 IFN=OT HENGO T O85
!0 GOSUBS00
:5 POKER4,080
'O END
00 FOP I = 1 TO 4 : FOPJ= 1T02 : GOSUB1 ©00 : POKER4-016 : GOSUB2000 : NEXTJ : NEXT I : RETURN
100 FOR I 1 TON : FOR J= 1T02 : GOSUB 1800 : POKER4 ,048 : GOSUB2O80 : NEXT J s NEXT I : RETURN
000 POKERS,PEEK<R8 >RNDR90RZ4:RETURN
000 POKERS , PEEK C R58 :• RNDR90RZ3 : RETURN
RDV.

Fig. 33 Software to drive the bias interface.
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Frg 3 5a Flow chart to read the temperature display
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REGOV.

10000 REM OUTCLOCK SUBROUTINE
10005 REM "OUT'CLOCK 17"
100.1.0 0=50459 :Ft 1 = 1 :R2=2 :03=3 s04=59471 :06=59467 s05=59468 :00=31 :Z1=31 s22=227
10020 24=224:00=0:23=192
1003O POKER,247
10032 3=0:0=0
10040 P0KE06,PEEK<06>0N022:REM DISABLE THE SHIFT REGISTER OF THE OCR
10046 POKE0403
1O048 GOSUB14000:GOSUB14000:GOSUB10700
10050 IF L=0THEH10046
10100 s=0
101.1.0 GOSUB 15000 :GOSUB 14000 :GOSUB 10700 :S=S+L sPRIMTL
10120 GOSUB 15000 : GOSUB 15000 : GOSUB 10700 : S=S+2*L: PR INTL
1O130 GOSUB15000:GOSUB16808:GOSUB10700:S=S+4*L:PRINTL
1014 0 GOSUB 15000 : GOSUB 1.3000 : GOSUB 10700 : S=S+8*L : PR I NTL : 0=0+3 : 3=0
10150 GOSUB160O0:GOSUB14008:GOSUB10700:S=S+L:PRINTL
1.0160 GOSUB 1.6000 : GOSUB 15000 : GOSUB .1.0700 : S=S+2*L : PR I NTL
10170 GOSUB16000:GOSUB16000:GOSUB10700:S=S+4*L:PRINTL
10180 GOSUB16000:GOSUB13000:GOSUB10700:S=S+8*L:PRIOTL:0=0+10*3:3=0
10190 GOSUB 1.3000 : GOSUB 14000 : GOSUB 10700 : S=S+L*2 : PR I OTL
10200 GOSUB 13000 : GOSUB 15000 : GOSUB 10700 : S=S+L* 1. : PR I OTL
10210 GOSUB 1.3000 : GOSUB 16000 : GOSUB 10700 : S=S+L*4 : PR I OTL
10220 GOSUB13000:GOSUB13000:GOSUB10700:S=S+L*8:PRIOTL:N=N+180*S:
10230 GOSUB14000 :GOSUB13000:GOSUB10700:1FL=0THENI!=<-N>:PRIOTO;" "C"
10240 I FL=1THENPRI OTO r " "C"
10249 PL=0
10250 RE IURO

10700 IFPEEK<04>—22<=0THEOL=0
1.0705 PF? IOTPEEK < 04 >
1071.0 I F <PEEK<04 --27 >>=0THEOL= 1
10720 RETURN
11000 POKERS.-PEEK COS> ROD 00 OR 24 :REM CB2 HIGH
11010 RETURO
1.2000 POKERS,PEEK < A5>AND 00 OR 23: REM CB2 LOW
12020 RETURN
13000 REM SUBROUTINE FOR PRODUCING TWO HIGHS
.1 3 100 FOR 10= 1 T02 : GOSUB 1.1000 : POKE 04 , 4 : GOSUB 12000 : NEXT 10 : RETURO
14000 REM SUBROUTINE FOR PRODUCING TWO LOWS
14 1. OO FOR 10= 1. T02 : GOSUB 1 1OOO : POKE 04 , 5 : GOSUB 12000 : NEXT 10 : RETURN
15000 REM SUBROUTINE FOR PRODUCING LH
15.100 GOSUB 11000 :POKE A4,5 :GOSUB 12000 :GOSUB 11000 :P0KEB4,4 :GOSUB 12000 :RETURO
16000 REM SUBROUTINE FOR PRODUCING ML <10 TOOT ORDER>
1.6.1 OO GOSUB 1.1000 : POKE 04, 4 : GOSUB 1.2000 :GOSUB 11000 : POKE 04 , 5 : GOSUB 12000 : RETURO

REODV.

Fig 3- 5b The sofware for the temperature interface
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Fig. 3-8a. Flow chart for reading the Analogic display



REFIDV.

10 REM 4444 f RNflLOGICl©*.*.*** _gy _
14 0PEN2,4.,2
1 5 ORE! M 4 , 1
is prilitti2.."RnnnonnonnnnnpiRnn rrrrrrr rrrr"
17 PRINT#4,"RERD1MO"CHR#<29>"STEP"
20 PRIMP"INPUT TIME BETWEEN RERDITIGS IN SECONDS"
25 INPUTS
26 PRINT";:!"
30 0=59459 :R1 = 1 >02=2 >03=3 >04=59471 >05=59468 >06=59467 >07=59468 >09=30 >22=227
40 23=192>24=224:B1=5>B2=7:06=59457
50 POKER .r 24 7
55 DIMXC1000 y:1 = 1
60 POKE < RS > , PEEK < R6 > FIND22
70 L=PEEK<B6>
80 POKE < R7 > , PEEK < R7> Rf ID254
90 POKERS,PEEK<R6> RND R3
100 IFPEEKC59469JRND 02 THEN120
105 POKED4, 5
110 oorot00

120 VOLT=0 : BI 1=0
130 P0KER4, 0 s POKER4 , 2
140 OOSUB3000 >OOSUB3000 >GOSUB60©0 >OOSUB6000 : P0KER4, 2 >POKER4,6
1 4 2 0OSDD3000 : OOSUB3000 sOOSUB3000 >GOSUB6O00 >POKER4 , 2 : POKER4, 6
14 4 GOSUB3000>GOSUB3000sGOSUB3000>GOSUB5000:POKER4,2s POKER4,6tGOSUB7000>
145 VOLT=VOLT+0.01401T s BIT=0
150 GOSUB3000 : GOSUB5000 > GOSUB60O0 OOSUB6000 s POKER4 , 2 : P0KER4 - 6
160 GOSUB3000:GOSUB5000>OOSUB300OIGOSUB600© r POKER4,2 IPOKER4,6
170 OQSUB3000:GOSUB5000:GOSUB300©:OOSUB5000>POKER4,2 >P0KER4,6
171 GOSUB7000 > VOLT=VOLT+0.1401T :BIT=0
1 SO GOSUB3000:GOSUB6000:OOSUB6000:GOSU06000sPOKE04,2:POKER4,6
183 OOSUB3000>GOSUB60O0>GOSUB3000:GOSUB6000:POKE04,2 :POKER4,6
185 GOSUB30005GOSUB6000sGOSUBSOOO>OOSUB5000sPOKER4,21P0KER4,6
187 GOSUB7000>VOLT=VOLT+BIT:0IT=0
190 GOSUB30O0:OOSUB4000:OOSI.IB6O00>GOSUB600©sPOKER4,2:POKER4,6
195 GOSUB3000:GOSU04000>GOSUB3000:GOSUB600OsPOKER4,2:POKER4,6
198 GOSUB3O00:GOSUB4000:GOSU03000>GOSUB5000rPOKER4,2>P0KER4,6
200 DOS" I070O0 : VOLT=VOL'T+10401T
220 GOSUB3000sGOSUB3000>GOSUB5000sGOSUB4000sPOKER4,2:P0KER4,6
230 OOSUB700
240 VOLT=VOLT+10041..
242 X<I>=VOLT
243 PR I NT ft 4 ,X< I > CURT 29 > I
244 T'=T I
246 I FT I <:=T+604STHEN246
247 IFOBS<X<I>-X<1-1>><=.09THEN250
248 1 = 1 f.1
249 GOTO60
250 PR 11 IT H 2 , " nnnriRDDDDnnnflDFlflDDRDR" : PR I NT«2 , " 22 "
251 PR 11 IT 114 , " T I ME BETWEEII RERD 11 IGS= " jf S+9" SECS "
254 PR IN T tt2 sCLOSE2 : PR I NT 114 :CLOSE4 : END
700 IFPEEK<R4 >-22<=0TI IEI «L=0
710 IFPEEK<04 >-29>0THENL=1
720 RETURN
1000 P0KER7,PEEK<R7>RNDR90R24
1100 RETURN
2000 F0KER7 , PEEK <R7 )RNDR90RZ3
2100 RETURN
3000 FOEK=1T 02:GOSUB1000:P0KER4,7:GOSUB2000:1IEXTK:RETURI I
4 000 FORJ=IT025GOSUB1000:P0KER4,6tGOSUB2000sNEXTJsRETURN
5000 GOSUB 1 000 s P0KER4 , 7 >GOSUB2000 s GOSUB 1000 sPOKE D4 6 >GOSUB2000 sRETURN
6O00 GOSUB1800:P0KER4,6:GOSUB2000> GOSUB1000 > P0KER4,7:GOSUB2G00 s RETURN
7080 GOSUB3000:GOSUB3000:GOSUB3000:GOSUB5000:GOSUB700>BIT=BI I+ L
7100 GOSUB3000:GOSUB5000sGOSUB3000rGOSUB5000:GOSUB700:0IT=BIT♦24L
7200 GOSUB3000:GOSUB6000>GOSIJB3000>GOSUB5000>GOSUB700sBIT=BIT+44L
730O GOSUB6000:GOSUB4000:GOSUB3000:GOSUB5000:GOSUB700s01T=BIT+84L:RETURN

REDDV.

Fig 3-0J Software for the voltmeter interface
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4 Thin film electroluminescent devices:optical

and electrical investigations

Thin films of ZnS:Mn fabricated in thin film electroluminescent

device (TFED) form will become important commercially as they offer

great potential for fabricating flat screen monitors,large area

displays and other optical displays (see Theis (1981)). Most of the

published data concerning the TFED is devoted to the luminescent

properties of the Mn centre in ZnS,while very little published data is

concerned with the optical and the electrical properties of the TFED.

The optical and electrical properties of a dc TFED were studied

using a capacitance bridge and a frequency response analyser

respectively. The structure of the (dc)TFED is a sandwich consisting

of a back aluminium electrode-ZnS:Mn-transparent electrode (almost

always a conducting oxide). The phosphor in these devices is almost

always semi-insulating, as the mechanism for the electroluminescence

is the impact excitation of the Mn centre by "hot" electrons. The hot

electrons are produced by applying high electric field to the TFED.

The optical experiment carried out was an exploratory experiment to

find any residual impurities that produced energy levels in the band

gap of the semi-insulator. In this experiment, a specially

constructed capacitance bridge was used.When light was shone on the

TFED ,a "capacitance" change was observed. This "capacitance" change

reflects the change in the free carrier concentration,that is,the
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resistance change of the TFED.

The reason for this is that the capacitance bridge represents the TFED

as an equivalent circuit consisting of a series combination of a

capacitor and a resistor. As the true equivalent circuit of the TFED

is not a series combination of a resistor and a capacitor,the

capacitance measured by the capacitance bridge contains terms from the

true resistance of the device.Thus when we shine light on the TFED,we

are in fact measuring the resistance change of the TFED,that is,a

photoconductive effect,and not a photocapacitive effect. The

conclusion that we are not observing photocapacitance when we shine

light on the TFED can also be inferred from the fact that no depletion

region exists in the semiconductor.Typical parameters for the TFED

substituted into the formula giving the depletion width for a Schottky

contact shows that the "depletion region" of the TFED is much larger

than the thickness of the semiconductor layer.Suda et al (1979) have

carried out an optical experiment on a "moderately doped" ZnS:Ag with

the semiconductor sandwiched between a transparent electrode and an

aluminium contact.They modelled their experimental data by assuming a

depletion region could be defined in their sample.From the above

discussion it is clear that the depletion region will be much larger

than the thickness of the semiconductor and hence no

"photocapacitance" will be seen. The capacitance associated with the

TFED is the geometrical capacitance.In our experiment the rise in the

"capacitance" when light is shone on the TFED is modelled on the basis

that we are observing a photoconductive process. We carried out a

second experiment to find the equivalent circuit of the TFED.The

equivalent circuit representation of the TFED is important,as many
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electrical characteristics of the device can be analysed more simply

by representing the device as an equivalent circuit consisting of

capacitors and resistors. It is shown that the simple impedance

picture of the TFED is not applicable when light is shone on the

device .This is because the resistor and capacitor representing the

equivalent circuit of the TFED become frequency dependent for

frequencies less than 100kHz This experiment also shows that the

equivalent circuit of the TFED is not a series combination of a

resistor and a capacitor when light is shone on the device. In this

chapter,optical and electrical investigations on semi-insulating films

of ZnS:Mn fabricated in TFED form were carried out.For the optical

experiments,two devices ,differentiated only whether the sputtering of

the ZnS was in an atmosphere of argon (the non-hydrogenated device),

or in an atmosphere of argon and hydrogen (the hydrogenated device)

were studied using the capacitance bridge described in chapter 2.

The optical investigations revealed that both the devices have

the same deep centre which produces a deep level located at 2.49eV

below the conduction band. The hydrogenated device has another

impurity in the band gap.

The non-hydrogenated device was studied further to find the

equivalent circuit for the device. When the TFED was in the dark it

was found that the ZnS layer can be regarded as a capacitor with a

leakage resistor .These two components are in series combination with

the contact resistance. When light was shone onto the device,the same

equivalent circuit is useful but the leakage resistance and the

capacitance become frequency dependent.The frequency dependence of the

two components is explained on the basis that a novel form of hopping
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conduction is taking place.

The chapter is organised into three sections.Section 1 describes

the optical experiments and section 2 describes the electrical

measurements.These sections are self contained and they can be read

independently of each other. Finally in section 3 some concluding

remarks on the two sections are made.

Section 1 Optical characterization

In this section , optical investigations of highly resistive

films of ZnS:Mn films, fabricated in a thin film electroluminescent

device (TFED),performed using the capacitance bridge described in

chapter 2 are described.

For the non-hydrogenated device,the rise of the off balance

signal produced by shining light on the TFED showed that the transient

could be fitted to an exponentially increasing function. The inverse

rise time of the transient was found to be directly proportional to

the incident flux of photons.This property was used to calculate the

photoionisation threshold of the impurity. For the hydrogenated

device,the rise of the transient was complicated and it could not be

described as simply as for the non-hydrogenated device.For both the

devices,the photoionisation threshold was found to be 2.H9 eV below
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the conduction band. For photon energies larger than 3.1eV, the

hydrogenated device showed a quenching effect whereas the

non-hydrogenated device did not show any such effect. The cause of

this quenching is the recombination of the excited carriers with a

deep centre in the band gap.This recombination centre is of

12 -3
concentration less then 10 cm (this concentration being the limit

of the capacitance bridge sensitivity (Szawelska (1980)).

The basic structure of the device consisted of a Corning glass

substrate followed by a thin layer of Cd^SnO^ (a conducting oxide).On
top of this was a layer of the sputtered ZnS:Mn.An aluminium contact

was placed on top of the ZnS.The Cd^SnO^ made contact with the entire
ZnS:Mn phosphor while the aluminium contact was in strips such that

ten "pixels" were defined on the glass. These devices were made at

RSRE,Malvern (UK).

To the aluminium contact a modified croc clip with a flying lead

was attached,while the contact to the conducting oxide consisted of a

swab of silver paste to which a flying lead was attached. The silver

paste was left for 12 hrs to dry.Once these contacts were made then

the TFED was connected to the capacitance bridge described in chapter

2.
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Monochromatic light from a Spex "minimate" spectrometer fitted

with a 250V/ lamp was incident on the glass side of the TFED using the

optical arrangement shown in figure 4.1.The exit slit of the

monochromator corresponded to a band pass of 200$ . An Ealing 263038

filter was placed at the exit of the monochromator to eliminate the

higher order wavelengths.To reduce any low frequency vibrational

noise,the optical bench rested on a sandwich of two hard board planks

and air filled polythene.

The shutter used to block the light had to have the special

property that it did not produce any excessive vibrational noise.The

camera type shutter proved to be inadequate as did the shutter

constructed for the automated capacitance bridge.The final design of

the shutter is shown in figure 4.2.The basic design is that of a low

inertia motor to which a blackened sheet of copper-nickel alloy is

attached with Araldite.To block and unblock the monochromatic light,an

appropriate pulse from the pulse generator was used to rotate the

motor.The above design of the shutter effectively implied that we

could not use the automated capacitance bridge described in the

previous chapter.

The flux of light incident on the TFED was measured in relative

terms using a Hilgar Schwartz thermopile connected to a Keithley 155

null micro voltmeter.
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To obtain a spectrum,the capacitance bridge was first balanced

with the TFED in the dark.Light from a monochromator was shone on the

TFED and the resulting off balance signal (OBS) was observed on the

chart recorder.The OBS is found to be directly proportional to the

"capacitance change" (Szawelska (1980)).However as discussed in the

introduction, the "capacitance change" actually reflects the

resistance change of the device when light is shone on it. Once a

steady OBS was observed on the chart recorder, the monochromatic light

was blocked,and the OBS returned to its dark value. The wavelength on

the monochromator was decreased and the above procedure was repeated.

From the chart recordings,the inverse rise time of the transient

was calculated using the method due to Mangelsdorf (1959).An example

of this calculation is shown in figure 4.3. For the Mangelsdorf method

to be applicable,the OBS must increase exponentially.Figures 4.4a and

4.4b show that it is only the final part of the OBS that is increasing

exponentially. In the calculation of the inverse rise times only the

final part of the trace was used in the calculation. (A more complete

discussion on the rise of the OBS will be presented in a latter

section.)

In the optical experimental study,two pixels from each device

were studied.Since the two pixels from each device showed similar

behaviour,results will be presented for only one pixel from each

device.
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H.1.^ Results

For one of the devices (the non-hydrogenated one),a

current-voltage experiment was carried out.The experiment showed the

device to be highly insulating when it was in the dark(even with room

11
lights on) with a resistance of greater than 10 ft . But when UV

light from a P W Allen UV lamp was shone onto the device the I-V data

showed Ohmic behaviour up to 10V.The resistance of the device in this

9
case was found to be 10 ft . The dark capacitance of the hydrogenated

device was typically 926pF while for the non-hydrogenated device it

was typically 626pF.

The large resistance of the device implies that the ZnS has a

deep level. Additionally we can say that there is no band bending at

the aluminium ZnS:Mn interface.If the depletion region did exist it

would be much larger than the thickness of the semiconductor

layer(which is ^ 1pm). This conclusion is in disagreement with the

work carried out by Suda et al (Suda et al (1979)) on ZnS:Ag who model

their experimental data by assuming a depletion region to be defined.

Typical parameters for their sample will reveal that once again the

depletion region will be much larger than the sample thickness.

When the peak-to-peak signal applied to the device was changed by

an order of magnitude (from 18mV to 180mV) no appreciable change in

the dark capacitance of the device was observed.For all the data

reported 18mV was applied to the device.
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Figure 4.5a shows the variation with photon energy of the steady

state value of the OBS divided by the flux of light incident on the

non-hydrogenated device ( AV/t^ ) .Figure 4.5b shows the spectrum of the

inverse rise time of OBS divided by the incident flux of

photons.Figures 4.6a and 4.6b are the corresponding figures for the

hydrogenated device.

Figures 4.5a and 4.6a show that the steady state OBS is similar

for both the devices although the non-hydrogenated device does not

show any quenching of the OBS above 3«1eV(at this photon energy we are

still well away from the conduction band edge).Further comparison of

the two figures show that the hydrogenated device has the larger value

of AV/<j> . We can normalise the AV/$ spectrum for the two devices to

investigate whether the same impurity exists in both the devices.This

is done in figure 4.7. In this figure,we have normalised the results

of the hydrogenated device to those of the non-hydrogenated device at

S". Figure 4.7 shows that the rising part of the AV/<p is identical

for both the TFEDs.A difference in the two spectra is seen for photon

energies in excess of 3-10eV. The hydrogenated device shows a

quenching effect.The cause of this quenching could be the presence of

another impurity.

It was mentioned above that the inverse rise times were obtained

by the Mangelsdorf method.In carrying out this analysis only the final

part of the chart recording was used for the calculation.The reason

for this is clear if the form of the rise of the transient is

modelled. For the purpose of modelling the rise of the OBS and for

obtaining information about the possible rise times,various neutral
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density (ND) filters were used to vary the incident flux on the

TFEDs.The wavelength of the exciting light was 0.46 Mm for the

hydrogenated device and 0.39 pm for the non-hydrogenated device.The

wavelengths were chosen where the change in the OBS was the

largest;for the hydrogenated device,this effectively implied that the

chosen wavelength must be greater than where the quenching effect

appears.

To describe the form of the rise in the OBS,we essentially have

to find the appropriate solutions to the following equation:

hc = -ennT + Cnc(NT " nT}

o
Here n is the concentration of electrons in the conduction band,e is

c n

the optical emission constant for electrons,C is the capture

probability for electrons in the conduction band,N^, is the total
concentration of the impurity of which n^ are occupied by
electrons. This equation assumes that a single deep level exists in the

band gap.

In in the limit when the impurity is completely occupied by

electrons when the TFED is in the dark then

nc(t) = Nt(1 - exp-t/T ) 4.2

-1 o
where t = eR. Thus equation 4.2 predicts that
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that is a plot of t vs $ (where <f> is the flux of light incident on

the TFED) should yield a straight line.Furthermore the rise in the OBS

will be an exponentially increasing function.

An alternative solution to equation 4.1 when the second term

cannot be neglected is

n =(1/2C)t -e° + tanh{( A /2C)(t - k)} 4.4
c n

where A ^ = (e°)^ + 4e°CN_, and k is a oonstant of
n n T

integration.Equation 4.4 can be approximated by an exponentially

increasing function for large values of A /2C(t - k).

Figure 4.8a 4.8b show the rise in the OBS for the

non-hydrogenated device for two different ND filters.An attempt has

been made to fit the experimental data to the models presented above.

These figures show that the rise in the OBS can be best described by

equation 4.2. This conclusion is further supported if we plot t ^
found from the final part of the trace using Mangelsdorf's method

against <p we get a straight line. This is shown in figure 4.9.Hence

figure 4.5b shows for the non-hydrogenated device (r<f>) (hv ) is the

spectral dependence of the electron cross section.

We can use this information to find the photoionisation threshold

for the impurity present in the non-hydrogenated device.In chapter 2

we showed that a model for the impurity photoionisation is

-1 3/2
a (hv ) -v (hv ) (hv-hvQ ) 4.5
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-1 2/3
In figure 4.10 we have plotted a graph of ((*r<f>) hv) .From a

least squares analysis,a photoionisation threshold of (2.49 + 0.25)eV

is obtained.

For the hydrogenated device a similar analysis of fitting the

rise in the OBS for different ND filters was carried out.Figure 4.11a

and 4.11b show the fit to the rise of the OBS to equations 4.2 and

4.4.It is seen that neither of the models gives a complete agreement

with the experimental data.Equation 4.4 gives a better description to

the data at the start of the OBS but the latter part is described

better by equation 4.2.Thus the inverse rise time for the hydrogenated

device does not give good information as in the non-hydrogenated

device.Accordingly if we take the final part of the OBS then the

spectral dependence of (t<t>) ^ reflects the optical cross section for

electrons.Since we have shown above in figure 4.7 that the same

impurity exists in both the devices we need not plot a graph of

(tcJ>) ^(hv) for the hydrogenated device

A further analysis can be made from the general equation

describing the rise of the OBS (equation 4.2).If the impurity

occupancy does not change appreciably when light is incident on the

TFED then the steady state change in the OBS will reflect the optical

emission constant for electrons. To test this a graph of ((A"V/<(>)hv)^was
plotted and a photoionisation threshold of 2.49- 0.03eV was found for

both the devices.lt seems therefore,that the occupancy of the deep

centre does not change appreciably when light is shone on the TFED.
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4.1.4 Discussion

We reported earlier that the dc conductivity of the TFED

increased by at least two orders of magnitude when UV light was shone

on the device. Furthermore, the I-V curve for this device showed Ohmic

behaviour up to 1OV.A further conclusion from this experiment is that

the OBS reflects the change of photoconductivity rather then a change

of photocapacitance.

The rise of the transient when monochromatic light was shone onto

the device was modelled to show that the OBS increased exponentially

for the non-hydrogenated device only. This property was used to find

the photoionisation threshold of the deep centre which was found to be

2.49 - 0.25 eV below the conduction band.For the hydrogenated device

the rise of the OBS was complicated and neither of the models

presented above was able to model the rise of the OBS.A comparison of

the spectrum of ( (t$for the two devices showed, however, that the

same deep centre existed in both the hydrogenated and the

non-hydrogenated device.

The value of the photoionisation threshold of 2.49 + 0.25 eV was

found from the spectrum of (x<f>) 1 If the occupancy of the deep centre

does not change appreciably when a perturbation is applied to the

TFED ,the steady state value of the OBS reflects the optical

emission constant (this,of course,assumes that only a single deep

centre exists in the band gap). This hypothesis was used to find the

photoionisation threshold of the deep centre from the spectrum of

(AV/tp) for the non-hydrogenated device. The photoionisation threshold
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found from this spectrum was within experimental error the same as

that found from the spectrum of (t<J>)~1 .

Therefore, at this point we can conclude that the photoionisation

threshold of the impurity of the deep centre is 2.4 9 1 0.25 eV below

the conduction band and that its occupancy does not change appreciably

from the dark occupancy of the deep centre.

Some speculation of the nature of the deep centre will be made

here briefly.lt is known by the researchers in the field of TFEDs that

copper diffuses rapidly in ZnS and that complexes of copper can almost

always be found (G Muller - private discussion).In fact in earlier

work, TFEDs were doped intentionally with copper as this was found to

promote good electroluminescence.Thus there is a possibility that the

deep centre observed in the optical experiments is a copper related

complex.Alternatively,the deep centre could be associated with a

lattice defect such as a point defect. The effect of bydrogenating

the TFED is to produce other deep level(s) in the band gap.These extra

deep levels act as recombination centres when monochromatic light is

shone on the device.

4.1.5 Conclusion on the optical experiments

A deep centre with a photoionisation threshold of 2.49 - .25eV

below the conduction band occurs in both the hydrogenated and the

non-hydrogenated device. When monochromatic light is shone onto the

device,very little change in the occupancy of the deep centre is

produced.The only difference between the hydrogenated and the
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non-hydrogenated device was that the hydrogenated device showed a

quenching of the steady state value of the OBS for photon energies in

excess of 3-1eV.The deep centre observed could be a copper related

complex or it could be a native defect associated with the lattice.

Section 2

iLu2 Equivalent circuit of the TFED

In this section we will show that the equivalent circuit of the

TFED is the capacitance of the ZnS in parallel with the leakage

resistance of the ZnS. These two components are in a series

combination combination with the resistance of the contacts. This

simple picture of the TFED will be shown to be inadequate when light

is shone on the device.Furthermore,when light is "on",the device can

be modelled if the resistance of the device has a frequency

dependence.This frequency dependence of the resistance is explained on

the basis that "multiple trap controlled hopping" is the process that

gives rise to the dispersive nature of the resistance of the device.
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*1.2.1 Experimental method

The apparatus for measuring the capacitive and the resistive

parts of the TFED consisted of a Solatron frequency response analyser

(FRA) linked to a Tektronix *1006 computer.

The FRA was first tested for reliability by connecting a 3600pF

low loss silver mica capacitor to it and measuring the capacitance of

the capacitor over six orders of frequency (1 Hz to 1MHz).The silver

-3
mica capacitor was chosen for its low loss factor of ^10 over the

frequency range of 60 HZ to 1 MHz (Terman (19l3))>ie over this

frequency range we should not expect to see any dispersion in the

capacitance of the capacitor.Figure *1.13 shows that the frequency

response of the capacitor is flat except in the frequency range from

100kHz to 1 MHz.This behaviour is consistent with the specification of

-5
the FRA which states that the useful range of the FRA is from 10 Hz

to 105 Hz.

Two experiments were done with the TFED.In one experiment,the

TFED was placed in a darkened plastic box for at least thirty minutes

and then the frequency response of the TFED was measured over the

frequency range of 1 Hz to IMHz.The results of this experiment are

shown in figure 1.1 *1a for frequencies between life and IMHz.The case

when the TFED is in the dark is called "dark case". It is seen in

figure *1.1 la that the dark capacitance of the TFED is constant within

the frequency range [1,100k]Hz. The rise in the capacitance of the

TFED above 100kHz shows a behaviour similar to that of the silver mica

capacitor. It follows that the data above 100kHz can safely be

neglected.All the data presented in later sections will only be
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presented in the frequency range [1,100k]Hz.

In the second experiment, light from a 250W lamp was passed

through a lens to form an image on the TFED which covered slightly

more than one pixel. Light was left on for 5 minutes and with the

light continuously on the TFED ,the FRA was logically started from the

computer to start gathering data.The situation when there is light on

the TFED is referred to as "light on" case.

To find the resistive and the capacitive parts of the TFED the

FRA assumed that the equivalent circuit of the TFED could be

represented as a series combination of a capacitor and a resistor (C s

and R ) as shown in figure 4.16b.
s

4.2.2 Results

The dispersion of R and C when the TFED is in the dark is shown in
s s

figure 4.14a and 4.15a respectively.The frequency dependence of C hass

been mentioned in the previous section.Variation in R (f) shows that
s

above 1 kHz the resistance of the device stays constant at 815fi .Below

Ikhz,!! increases as the frequency is decreased as a power law.
s

When light is shone onto the device ("light on"),R and C show
s s

the dispersion seen in figure 4.15a and 4.15b.In contrast to the case

when the TFED is in the dark,Cg shows dispersion;it increases as the
frequency is decreased in a non linear fashion at low

frequencies, while at high frequencies the value of C tends to a
s

constant value.The behaviour of R ,however, is similar to that when
s
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the TFED is in the dark.The difference between R when the TFED is in
s

the dark is that with the light on R shows three distinct regions in
s

the di spersion: above 40kHz Rg stays constant, while below this
frequency, there are two regions of power law behaviour.

To analyse the above resul ts, consider the equivalent circuit of

the TFED shown in figure 4.16a.In terms of the parameters R and C ,it
s s

is straight forward to show that:

R = [1 + 4Tf2f2C2(R - R)2]/{4 it 2(R - R)f2C2} 4.6
p s s s s

C = C /E1 + 4 TT 2f2C2(Rg - R)2] 4.7

The R and C have been converted into R and C using equation
s s P

4.6 and 4.7 and the results of these calculations when the TFED is in

the dark are shown in figures 4.17a for R^ and 4.17b for C
respectively. By comparing figure 4.17b with 4.15b it is seen that

C - C stays constant and since C is constant then
s

P 2 it f/[C(C -C )}
S

Equation 4.8 therefore predicts that Rp should be directly
proportional to the inverse of frequency.A least squares analysis on

figure 4.17a shows that the slope of the line is -1.0 - 0.1 .Hence the

equivalent circuit shown in figure 4.16b is the correct equivalent

circuit when the TFED is in the dark.
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Using equation 4.6 and 4.7,Rp and C were also calculated when
light was shone onto the device.The results of these calculations are

shown in figure 4.18 for R and 4.17b for C.For R we notice that for
P P

""0 86
frequencies larger than 4kHz Rp f * , while below 4kHz two power
laws are observed where the exponents have values of -0.6 3 and

-0.26.The power laws seen in figure 4.18a are not consistent with the

simple impedance picture of the TFED,as the impedance picture implies

that the capacitance and the resistance of the device should be

independent of frequency. It is seen in figures 4.18 that the

resistance of the TFED varies as a power law.Such power law behaviour

in the conductance is well known in amorphous semiconductors where the

ac conductivity,oac > varies as a power law of frequency. Hopping
conduction in a-ZnS has recently been observed by Iida and Suzuki

( 1 983).

To explain the frequency dependence of the resistance of the TFED

we shall propose that "multiple trap controlled hopping" (see

Schmidlin (1977)» Pfister and Scher (1978) and Tiedje and Rose (1980))

as a possible process that gives rise to the dispersion in Rp and C.

The phenomenon of hopping conduction is well known in amorphous

semiconductors, although it is less well known in crystalline and

polycrystalline semiconductors.Conventional hopping involves a

electron (or hole) tunnelling between different donor (acceptor)

sites.The tunnelling depends on the overlap integral, that is, on the

the overlap of the wavefunction of the electron (hole) between its

present site and other sites that are removed from it spatially. To

observe hopping conduction we must go to low enough temperatures so
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that the electrons can be frozen onto the donor states.

Hopping conduction has been described by Mott and co-workers

(Mott and Davis (1979))where it is the overlap in the wavefunction of

the carrier between different energy states that gives rise to

hopping. Scher and Lax(1973)) have described hopping conduction using

the continuous time random walk formalism.

The hopping conduction observed by us is ultimately connected

with the kinetics of photoconductivity,ie,with the capture and release

of carriers from traps. This is the main reason for preferring the

multiple trap controlled hopping conduction (MUTCOHC). To understand

the main features of MUTCOHC,consider what may happen to an electron

excited optically from a deep level.In figure 4.19,we have shown a

schematic diagram of a semiconductor with a deep level and "shallow"

donor levels below the conduction band.The shallow donors have a

distribution of ionisation energies with respect to the conduction

band. The shallow donors are also assumed to be distributed randomly

in the lattice. Indicated in figure 4.19 is the path of an electron

excited optically from the deep level and the subsequent path

following capture and thermal release from the shallow centres. The

electron excited optically into the conduction band will be "free"

until it is captured by a (vacant) site on a donor.The electron will

remain on that site until one of three possible mechanisms can remove

it to another site. The simplest possibility is that the electron can

be thermally emitted into the conduction band. This is process "1" in

figure 4.1 9.The electron can tunnel between different donor sites that

are separated spatially ("2" in figure 4.19) ,or,if the donor sites

also differ in energy then phonon assisted tunnelling can take place
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between the two donor sites ("3" in figure 1.19). The end result of

the electron tunnelling between different donor sites and or the

conduction band is that it executes a random walk amongst the donor

sites. The life of the electron on the donor will be terminated when

it is trapped by a deep centre. Hopping conduction amongst the

shallow donors is expected to be more dominant than hopping conduction

amongst the deep levels.The reason is that the wavefunction for

shallow levels is spread out whilst the wavefunction for electrons

localised at deep levels have a localised wavefunction. Hence the

probability for an electron to tunnel between different donor sites is

expected to be large for electrons at shallow levels. It should be

mentioned that MUTCOHC has primarily been used for explaining the

transient photoconductivity following a flash of light on one surface

of the semiconductor. It can in principle be adapted to the case when

we have a steady state situation with the light on. When light is

shone on the semiconductor,the rate equations for electrons excited

into the conduction band,nc> and the occupancy change of the deep
centre are

Vs +f Vi - nc£ "i "-9

V Vi - Vi "-'0

Here n^ is the concentration of electrons excited into the conduction

band,g is the generation rate of the excited carriers, n^ is the
electron occupancy of the ith trap,w± is the capture rate for the ith

trap,r^ is the (thermal) release rate of the ith trap.In steady

state,we have

nc = g /[ i: w^l - r~1 )J 1.11
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Now g was kept constant during the course of the experiment, and if

w^ is slowly varying in time (compared to the time of the experiment)
then n will be varying in time.Thus in the Fourier transform of n

c c

the real and the imaginary parts of the transform will show variation

in frequency.

Jonscher (1983) has interpreted the MUTCOHC as a delayed reaction

between the applied signal and the carrier corresponding to the

signal.This is intuitively clear when capture and release of the

carrier from a trap are involved.An excited carrier which is captured

by a trap will spend some time in the trap before it is thermally

released from the trap.

As far as we are aware,there has only been one paper on some form

of hopping conduction occurring in ZnS based TFEDs (Szuba and Polewska

(1982)).It was concluded by these authors that hopping conduction was

due to an amorphous structure within their device.It is difficult to

infer some amorphous structure occurring in their sample as the device

structure has not been clearly specified. In our device,however,there

was no evidence from the electron diffraction pattern study carried

out by Cattel and Cullis (1982) that the ZnS had an amorphous

structure. In fact the sputtered ZnS deposited onto a glass substrate

was in the cubic phase and that it was polycrystalline with a grain

size between 100 and 200 5L
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Before leaving the subject of hopping conduction, various authors

are advancing their own theories as the "correct" theory at the

expense of omitting all the other theories and experimental data. One

prime example of this behaviour is the work of Jonscher and

co-workers. They are advancing the proposition that if x' an<^ x"

are the real and the imaginary parts of the dielectric susceptibility

respectively then

X" (w) =cot(nv/2) 4.12

x' U)~ x' C°°)
In figure 4.20,we have plotted a graph of C( £ ) - C(°° ) with the dark

capacitance of the TFED taken as the high frequency lmit of the

capacitance.In the same figure, we have indicated the experimentally

obtained exponents from a least squares analysis,n,and that obtained

from the use of the Kramers-Kronig relationship,n',in brackets.lt is

seen from figure 4.20 that n and n'agree with each other only in the

frequency interval from 10Hz to 5kHz.Outside this frequency range

there is very little correlation between n and n'.The reason for this

poor correlation is that the Kramers-Kronig relationship cannot be

used for functions which vary with frequency as f m,where m is a

positive quantity less than one.There are two reasons why the

Kramers-Kronig relationship cannot be used for such functions. In the

first case,there is a singularity at zero frequency and secondly,the

frequency response of the dielectric susceptibility is not known from

- co to +°».The correlation between n and n' in the frequency range

[10,5kJhZ in figure 4.20 is purely accidental and thus the

relationship indicated in equation 4.12 is also accidental. The

relationship in equation 4.12 is therefore not a consequence of the
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Krainers-Kroriig relationship; it is to be regarded as an empirical

relationship which is sometimes observed experimentally.

2.T Discussion

The equivalent circuit of the TFED in the dark is a parallel

combination of a resistor and a capacitor (representing the ZnS as a

dielectric with a leakage resistance)in series with a resistance of

the contacts.The same equivalent circuit is useful when light is shone

onto the device but the resistor and the capacitor become frequency

dependant and the simple impedance picture of the TFED breaks down.The

frequency dependence is associated with a type of hopping conduction

involving the band states and states in the band gap of the ZnS. We

believe that this is the first time that this kind of behaviour is

seen in a H~£I semiconductor.

It could be argued that when electrons are excited from the deep

level, they can form a small polaron. Since conduction by a small

polaron is believed to be that by hopping then the existence of the

small polaron in ZnS can explain the frequency dependence of Rp and
C. This view is unlikely,as substituting typical parameters for ZnS

as quoted by Ilach and Muller (1982) into the formula for the Frohlich

coupling coeffecient,we find that a turns out to be less then

unity,hence no small polaron can form in ZnS.Space charge within the

dielectric will also not influence the capacitance and the

resistance.This is because we have measured the differential

capacitance of the device and it can be shown that such effects can be

neglected.
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In conclusion,hopping conduction in ZnS:Mn is a possible

mechanism to explain the dispersion in the capacitance and resistance

of the TFED.

,S£fitlaiL3.

The hydrogenated and the non-hydrogenated device have the same

defect that gives rise to a deep level located at 2.i19eV below the

conduction band.The hydrogenated device has additional deep levels in

the band gap.

In the electrical measurements we have found that the equivalent

circuit of the TFED is only valid when the TFED is in the dark as the

capacitance and the resistance of the TFED become frequency dependent

when the light is on the device.The frequency dependence of Rp and C
is associated with a novel form of hopping conduction.
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Fig.4.13TheresponseoftheFRAtoalowloss 3n6silvermicacapacitor.
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Fig4.14Thedarkequivalentseriescapacitanceofthe TFEDfrom1Hzto1MHz
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Fig. 4. 17a A graph showing that when

the TFED is in the dark,Rp obeys equation
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Fig.4.18Thedispersionofwithlight onontheTFED.
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5 Hopping conduction in ZnSe:Mn

ZnSe is a XT - ¥T semiconductor that has a direct band gap of

2.7eV at room temperature.lt is usually found to grow in a

polycrystalline form although there are techniques available for

growing bulk single crystal ZnSe (de Kock (1980)).The wide band gap of

the material implies that it can be used as a suitable host material

for producing luminescence in the visible region.The main difficulty

of producing p-type-ZnSe for fabricating commercial p-n junction LEDs

may be overcome by ion implantation of suitable acceptors(Yamaguchi et

al (1977)). ZnSe has been studied extensively for the reasons

mentioned above by techniques such as

photocapacitance,photoconductivity and ESR.

Since the first publication of hopping conduction in crystalline

Si by Pollak and Geballe (1961) there have been many publications of

hopping conduction in other semiconductors.ZnSe is one of the more

important semiconductors with possible applications in the

optoelectronic industry.Hence there are some publications of hoping

conduction in this material as well.We list here the work done on

hopping conduction in ZnSe to date. Hopping conduction in ZnSe has

been observed by Rentzsch et al (1979)»Timchenko and Nedeoglo

(1981),Mathur et al (1979) and in a-ZnSe by Lim and Brodie (1977)•

Rentzsch et al studied electrical properties of undoped, low

resistivity,thin films of ZnSe grown by evaporating ZnSe onto a quartz
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substrate. They found ac conductivity to exist in the films where the

r3
real part of the ac conductivity obeyed the relationship that a aQcct
where s e£0.6 ,0.8] .For films which were annealed at temperatures larger

than 550°C the ac conductivity was found to occur at frequencies

larger than 100kHz.One further result from their work was the absence

of the variable range hopping (that is the dc conductivity did not

-1/1
vary with temperature as exp-T ).Timchenko and Nedeoglo

(1981),however, observed in their single crystals of n-type ZnSe

(grown by annealing in liquid Zn at 900°C and with Ga as the dopant

),variable range hopping (that is the dc conductivity was proportional

-1/1
to exp-T ).Timchenko and Nedeoglo found that their experimental

results agreed with a theory to explain variable range hopping that

was based on percolation theory. A further result from these authors

work is that,like Rentzsch et al, at low temperatures a conductivityof

-1/2
the form cj^exp-T is observed. A small inconsistency in the work
of Timchenko and Nedeoglo is that the value of the activation energy

at high temperatures does not correspond with the value calculated

from the parameters of their sample.Mathur et al studied hopping

conduction in vapour phase grown n-type ZnSe which was heavily doped

with In. These authors interpreted their results in terms of the Mott

model (see for example Mott and Davis (1979) for a description of this

model). A major objection to using the Mott model to interpret the
rs

data of Mathur et al is that the dispersion parameter s (in°aco: 1 )
is found to be temperature dependent (this point was not observed or

discussed by Mathur et al). The temperature dependence of s is in

contradiction with the Mott model of hopping conduction which

effectively points to a s that is independent of temperature. The

temperature dependence of s will be discussed in a later chapter.
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A conclusion from the above literature survey is that the hopping

conduction observed (both dc and ac) is strongly dependent on the

method of preparing the sample. All the authors mentioned above

carried out their experiments with the sample in the dark.

This chapter reports on the experimental work carried out on two

samples of highly resistive ZnSe cut from the same ingot.The samples

were characterised by photoconductivity and then the ac properties of

the samples were studied.Photoconductivity experiments revealed the

presence of a deep level with a photoionisation threshold of 2.01eV

below the conduction band and also the existence of shallow levels

below the conduction band. The ac properties of the sample showed

that when the sample was in the dark no dispersion in the equivalent

series capacitance (ESC) was seen. When light is shone on the sample,

the ESC shows dispersion.The dispersion in the ESC is interpreted in

terms of hopping conduction .

The chapter is presented in 5 sections. In section 5.2,we give a

brief description of sample preparation and the method of putting

contacts on the sample. Section 5.3 describes the photoconductivity

data of the samples while in section 5.4 the ac properties of the

samples are presented.The results of the above sections are discussed

in the context of a form of hopping conduction in section 5.5 and

finally a conclusion is presented in section 5.6. The work carried

out on ZnSe is a continuation of the work carried out on the thin film

electroluminescent devices presented in the previous chapter.
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5.2 Sample preparation

Two samples of ZnSe were cut from the same ingot with a Universal

wire saw.The samples were washed in toluene and then hand polished to

a thickness of 0.41 mm for sample 1 and 0.73mm for sample 2.The samples

were further cleaned in toluene and left to dry before contacts were

made to the sample. The type of contacts made depended on the

experiment to be performed. For the ac measurements, the contacts

covered the entire face of the sample,while for photoconductivity

measurements,a guard ring arrangement of contacts were used. The

material used for making the contacts was silver paste.

5.3 Photoconductivity

Both samples were characterised by photoconductivity using the

experimental arrangement shown in figure 5.1.Light from an ac driven

lamp (50Hz) was focussed by a lens to the entrance slit of a Zeiss

SPM2 mirror monochromator.The slit widths of the monochromator were

adjusted to give a band pass of 5nm. Monochromatic light emerging

from the exit slit of the monochromator was made to be directly

incident on the sample without additional use of lenses.The

photoconductive response of the sample is measured by using the

circuit of figure 5.1a. Initial measurements of the resistance of the

samples using this circuit showed them to have resistance in excess of

1 0
10 fi. The circuit shown in figure 5.1a measures a combination of

the surface and bulk current.However,when light is shone on the sample

bulk photoconductivity is measured.This will become apparent when we

compare the spectrum of the photoconductivity with the spectrum of the
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electron optical cross section for the so-called M centre. The

current flowing in the sample is measured by measuring the voltage

g
across the 10 ft resistor by a high input impedance voltmeter (such

as the Keithley 602 solid state electrometer which has an input

1 4
impedance of greater than 10 ft ). The method of replacing the

current meter by a fixed resistor was to decrease the response time of

the system to 1ms. This response time is much smaller than when the

electrometer is operating in the current mode. A reason for this is

that when the electrometer operates in the ammeter mode the response

time is controlled by the capacitance of the the cables feeding the

electrometer and also by the inherent large rise times of the

electrometer itself when it operates as an ammeter. As stated

9
above,the voltage developed across the 10 0 resistor is measured by

a Keithley 602 solid state electrometer.From the unity gain output of

the Keithley 602,the voltage developed across the 10 ft resistor (the

'signal') is taken to a Keithley 160 digital multimeter (DMM) .The

signal is further taken from the output of the DMM to a Kipp and Zonen

BD8 single channel (or a Farnell PR1) chart recorder and to a Nicolet

digital storage oscilloscope fitted with option 206. We took the

output from the unity gain of the electrometer to the DMM prior to the

chart recorder to make reading the scale of the electrometer

easier.All experiments were done at a temperature of [24,26]°C.

The relative flux of light incident on the sample was measured by

placing a silicon solar cell at the exit of the monochromator and

measuring the voltage developed across its terminals with a Keithley

160 DMM when light was shone on the solar cell.
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The method of obtaining the photoconductivity spectrum of the

samples is as follows. A sample is placed in darkness and light at a

fixed wavelength is made incident on it.This produces a resistance

9
change of the sample and the voltage developed across the 10

resistor is monitored until a steady-state trace is seen on the chart

recorder.The shutter is closed and the sample allowed to reach dark

equilibrium.The shutter is opened and the above procedure is repeated

,.__ , 1 For a few wavelengths,the decay of thefor a different wavelength.

photocurrent was monitored on the digital storage oscilloscope.

The typical rise in the photoconductivity for samples 1 and 2 are

shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.For sample 1 the

photoconductivity goes through a a minimum before increasing to a

steady state value. For sample 2,it is seen there is a kink in the

initial rise of the photoconductivity before the photoconductivity

(PC) reaches a maximum. The PC then goes through a minimum and

further increases very slowly with time to reach a steady-state

value. The figures also show the resulting PC when an additional UV

light is also incident on the samples.The reason for irradiating the

sample with UV light is explained later.

The above rise in the PC can be understood in terms of a model

where the semiconductor (or a semi-insulator) has at least two centres

which produce a deep level and shallow levels. In the discussion that

follows,we will assume that the transitions involve the conduction

band only. The requirement of the shallow levels is the rate of

thermal emission of electrons from the shallow level to the conduction

band be much less than the rate of optical generation of electrons
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from the deep level. Models to describe the rise of the PC are

described in appendix 5A.It is shown in that appendix,that if the

semiconductor which we have studied is one that has a deep level and

at least two shallow levels,then when electrons are excited from the

deep level into the conduction band,they will be captured by the

shallow centres and thermally emitted at a rate that depends,amongst

other factors, on the energy difference of the shallow level from the

conduction band.If one of the shallow levels is "sufficiently deep"

and the other is "shallower" then it is shown in appendix 5A that the

PC will reach a maximum,decrease to a minimum and then increase slowly

to reach a steady-state value.The main features of the rise of the PC

for both samples can be understood in terms of this. In the modelling

of the rise of the PC,we assumed that one shallow centre is thermally

emitting electrons at a rate much less than the optical rate and the

other centre thermally emits electrons at a rate that is less than or

the order of the optical rate. For sample 2 we observe a kink in the

initial rise of the PC.This kink can be produced by a number of

mechanisms,some of which will be discussed here. We can discount the

kink observed in the initial rise of the PC to be caused by the

optical generation of holes from the shallow levels.A reason for this

is that the shallow levels are expected to be the order of 0.2eV below

the conduction band and thus the contribution of the photoexcited

holes to the measured PC is not expected to occur until photons of

energy 2.ileV are incident on the sample. The kink, however, was

observed throughout the spectral region that was studied. We showed

in appendix 5A that the models described therein could describe the

post-kink rise of the PC. However, none of the models considered in

appendix 5A could reproduce the kink.It is shown in appendix 5A that

the model where the semiconductor has two shallow levels and a deep
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level gives a much better fit to the experimental rise of the PC.The

kink may be produced by the optically excited electrons recombining

with holes via some other level in the band gap.Once this centre is

"filled up" the recombination process may decrease and the model

described in appendix 5A then describes the temporal behaviourof the

PC.If the above description of the rise of the PC is

plausible,then,when above-band gap light is shone on the sample prior

to the monochromatic light,we will fill one of the centres with

electrons and thus reduce the capture rate of free carriers by one of

the shallow centres. To test this explanation light from a P W Allen

UV lamp was first shone on the sample.The UV light was left on until a

steady-state trace was seen on the chart recorder.Light from the

monochromator was then made incident on the sample and the resulting

PC produced was monitored on the chart recorder. We showed in figure

5.2 that for sample 1 the dip in the PC disappears when UV light is

shone on it prior to the monochromatic light,and in figure 5.3»it was

shown that for sample 2,the kink in the initial rise of the PC was

removed when UV light is made incident on it.This

experiment,therefore,gives support to the above description for the

rise of the PC.

For sample 1 the magnitude of the photocurrent was greater than

that of sample 2.The magnitude of the photocurrent is governed by the

lifetime of the photoexcited electron.The lifetime is governed by the

recombination centres from which we can deduce that the lifetime for

photoexcited electrons is larger in sample 1 than for electrons in

sample 2.The spectrum of the steady-state PC divided by the photon

flux (AV/(j)) for both the samples is shown in figure 5.4. The sets of

data for the two samples have been normalised at P.Figure 5.4 shows
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that there is a close correlation in the two spectra of (Av/«f>),from

which we can speculate that the same deep centre probably exists in

both samples.For sample 1 , the post-dip PC was used to find the inverse

rise times from a least squares analysis of Mangelsdorf plots (see the

previous chapter for an explanation of Mangelsdorf plots).It is

assumed that the final part of the rise of the PC is governed by the

deep level and that the form of the final part of the transient can be

described by an exponentially increasing function where the inverse

rise time of the transient is set equal to the optical emission

constant for electrons from the deep level.A similar assumption is

also made when the additional UV light is also incident on the

sample. The rise time constant of the PC when UV light is also

switched on is equal to the rise time constant of the post-dip PC when

only the monochromatic light is switched on.A varification of this is

shown in figure 5.5.Figure 5.5 shows that for sample 1 the post-dip

rise of the PC is essentially governed by the deep centre.(This

statement is not in contradiction with the model presented in appendix

5A as it was shown that these models only approximately describe the

rise of the PC.)The spectrum of the inverse rise times divided by the

_1
photon flux ((t<J>) ) is shown in figure 5.6.Figure 5.6 shows structure

for photon energies at 2.10eV while for photon energies larger than

_1
2.25eV (t<}>) increases without further structure.

To gain further insights into the meaning of the inverse rise

times,the photocurrent was measured for different photon flux incident

on the samples at a fixed wavelength.The inverse rise times are only

measurable for sample 1, while for sample 2 the steady-state PC (A V)

is more readily measured. To vary the flux of light incident on the

sample,neutral density filters were placed at the entrance slit of the
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raonochromator.For sample 1 the inverse rise times,calculated from the

final part of the rise of the transient using the Mangelsdorf method,

were plotted for different flux,while for sample 2,AV was plotted for

_1
different flux. A graph of t vs<f> is plotted for sample 1 in figure 5.7

and for sample 2,AV vs <j) is plotted in figure 5.8.Figure 5.7 shows

that the inverse rise time is directly proportional to the photon

flux, that is,assuming the post-dip PC is governed by the deep centre

then the inverse rise time constant reflects the optical emission

constant for electrons. For sample 2,AV increases as a non-linear

function of photon flux.The solid curve drawn through the experimental

points in figure 5.8 is explained in appendix 5B.Thus for sample 1 the

inverse rise time divided by the photon flux reflects the optical

cross section for electrons,while for sample 2 the square of the

steady-state PC reflects the optical cross section for electrons. A

2
spectrum of (Av) /<j> for sample 2 is shown in figure 5.9.

Further analysis in the case of sample 1 can be made by comparing

_1
the spectrum of (AV/<j>) and (t<^) .The reason for comparing these

spectra is to gain information about the magnitude of the occupancy

change of the deep centre when light is shone on the sample.If the

occupancy of the deep centre is not perturbed appreciably from the

dark occupancy,then the steady-state PC reflects the optical emission

constant for electrons (this,of course,assumes that a single centre is

responsible for the PC).We have obtained an e° from the post-dip PC

transient and also from the steady-state PC .Thus if the above

reasoning is correct, there should be a strong correlation between the

_1
spectrum of (x<f> ) and (A V/tf> ) .Figure 5.10 shows a strong similarity

between the two mentioned spectra for sample 1.For sample

1,therefore,when light is shone on it,the occupancy of the deep centre
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is only perturbed from the dark occupancy.By implication,the statement

concerning the occupancy of the deep centre when light is shone on

sample 1 will also be true for sample 2 as we have shown that that the

same deep centre exists in sample 2.

To find the photoionisation threshold of the impurity,we will use

the model due to Allen (see chapter 2).In this model the optical cross

section near the photoionisation threshold varies as

o ME )~1(E - E t)3/2
P P Pt

where E^ is the photon energy and E^ is the photoionisation threshold
-1 2/3

energy.For sample a graph of ) hv) against photon energy is

plotted in figure 5.11. From a least squares analysis,the

photoionisation threshold is calculated to be (2.09 - 0.26)eV. For

2 2/3
sample 2, a graph of [( AV) /<j> )hv] is plotted as a function of

energy in figure 5.12. A least squares analysis on figure 5.12 yields

a photoionisation threshold of (2.01 -0.02)eV. The photoionisation

thresholds for sample 1 and 2 confirm what was shown experimentally

above (in figure 5.4) that the same deep centre exists in both the

samples.

At this point we can say there is a deep centre located

approximately 0.6eV above the valence band.A few speculations can now

be made on the nature of the deep centre. Grimmeiss et al (1976) have

studied copper doped ZnSe and have found a copper related complex (the

so-called M centre).In figure 5.13>we have shown the optical cross

section for electrons for the M centre (as reported by Grimmeiss et

al) and the steady-state PC for sample 1.Although the data for the M

centre and the steady-state PC spectrum do not exactly match we can
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see that there is reasonable agreement between the two spectra.

The decay of the PC after steady-state PC had been established

was investigated for different wavelengths.If the rise in the

photoconductivity can approximately be described by conventional

theory,then the decay of the PC should be equally described by

conventional theory.That is,we should expect the decay of the

photoconductivity to be described by some combination of

exponentials. From figures 5.14 and 5.15,it is seen that if the dark

value of the photocurrent is subtracted from the measured PC,then the

PC decays approximately as a power law. This is a rather surprising

result.We further observe from figures 5.14 and 5.15 that the

photocurrent starts to decay 0.1s after the light has been blocked

off.We expect the photocurrent to decay after a time the order of the

recombination time of the electrons. The form of the decay of the

photncurrent suggests that a new behaviour is being observed here.

It is known in the study of amorphous semiconductors that the PC

after flash illumination, is governed by the photoexcited carriers

being captured by progressively deeper density of states (a simple

model explaining this is due to Tiedje and Rose (1980)). The

prediction of the model is that the PC decays as a power law.The model

due to Tiedje and Rose assumes that the density of states below the

mobility edge in an amorphous semiconductors is exponentially

decreasing.
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It is known in polycrystalline semiconductors that the bands bend
t

exponentially at the int^rgranular regions (Matare (1984)).This is

interpreted as due to exponentiallv decreasing density of states at

the inter-granular regions.These density of states are concerned

mainly with the density of states for free carriers and not with the

density of states within the band gap. In the temporal dependence of

the photocurrent we showed the possible existence of shallow levels

below the conduction band.We expect these shallow levels to have an

energy distribution. These shallow levels then take the place of the

density of states below the mobility edge and one can then use

Schmidlin's theory(1977) to find out the shape of the decay of PC. We

did not have sufficient information of the distribution of the shallow

levels to carry out such study.

In this section,experimental data concerning the equivalent

series capacitance (ESC,or C ) of the samples will be presented.lt
S

will be shown that when the samples are in the dark,the ESC is

essentially independent of frequency while when light is shone on the

sample the ESC shows dispersion. The form of this dispersion is that

C « f n where f is the frequency of the applied "small signal" and n

is a positive number less than unity. The exponent n will be shown to

be dependent on temperature and on the frequency of the light incident

on the sample.
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The experimental arrangement used to measure C ,the significance
s

of which is indicated below,is shown in figure 5.16.At the heart of

system used to measure the capacitance and the resistance of the

sample is a General Radio 1615A capacitance bridge operated in the "3

TERM" mode.The small ac signal (l8-25mV) applied to the bridge was

from a Farnell LFP1 signal generator. The detector output from the

bridge is fed into the 'input' of a Brookdeal 9501 lock-in

amplifier.The 'reference signal' to be applied to the lock-in

amplifier was derived from the signal generator after being amplified

by a Brookdeal 450 low noise amplifier.The output from the lock-in

amplifier is taken to a Tel equipment D1010 oscilloscope and a Farnell

TM2 voltmeter.

To measure the capacitance and resistance using the capacitance

bridge,the bridge has to be operated in a mode where it assumes that

the sample can be represented either as a parallel combination of a

resistor and a capacitor or as a series combination of a resistor and

a capacitor. The accuracy of the bridge is better when the sample is

represented as a series combination of a resistor and a capacitor,Rg
and Cg respectively.Hence these were the measured quantities in the
experiments.

The procedure of obtaining a reading for R and C at a fixed
s s

frequency is as follows.All decade capacitance and D levers on the

capacitance bridge are first put to zero.The signal fed into the

lock-in amplifier is maximised as suggested in the manual for the

lock-in amplifier.After this,the bridge is balanced in the normal

way. Once a reading has been obtained for C and R ,the decade
s s
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capacitance and D levers on the bridge are again put to zero and the

above procedure is repeated for a different frequency. To test

whether this procedure was valid,the ESC of a 270pF silver mica

capacitor was measured from 20Hz to 100kHz with the capacitance bridge

operating in the '3 TERM' mode. The 3 TERM measurement measures the 3

terminal capacitance of the sample. The advantage of this method is

that the capacitances due to the cables connecting the sample to the

bridge can be neglected.The error introduced by using long cables is

now due to the inductance of the cables.Thus in the experiments all

cables were kept as small as possible. The frequency dependence of

the silver mica capacitor is shown in figure 5.17.The figure shows

that for frequencies larger than about 50Hz,the ESC stays constant,

while below this frequency,the ESC decreases.The frequency dependence

of the ESC of the silver mica capacitor is consistent with the

specification of the capacitance bridge; that the useful frequency

range is from 50Hz to 100kHz.For frequencies less than 50Hz,special

detection techniques must be used to determine the balance point.

When the ESC and frequency are plotted on a double logarithmic graph

paper,the variation of ESC for frequencies less than 50Hz will be

"smoothed out". In figure 5.17»in the region where the ESC stays

constant,we find from standard statistical analysis,that the ESC of

the capacitor is (256 ~ 1)pF,ie the standard error in the measured ESC

is less than 1/2$.

When the samples were connected to the bridge,using the method

shown in figure 5.16,only the ESC of the sample could be measured,ie

only C . A reason why only C could be measured is because the value
s s

of R was such that no dissipation factor could be measured using the
s

bridge. Thus all the data to be presented below will for C only.
s
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Two exploratory experiments were done when the sample was in the

die cast aluminium box (see figure 5.16).In the first case,the sample

was considered to be in the dark when a lid was placed on the die cast

aluminium box. As shown in figure 5.18,C there stays constant for
s

frequencies larger than 40Hz.The decrease of C for frequencies less
s

than 40IIz has been explained above. In the second case the lid was

removed and the sample was exposed to normal room lights for at least

1Ominutes.The dispersion in Cg produced in this case is shown in
figure 5.19.It is seen in this figure that C is proportional to f-n

s

where n is found from a least squares analysis to be 0.28 - 0.01 for

sample 1 and 0.33 - 0.01 for sample 2. For frequencies larger than

50Hz when the sample is in the dark,where C is independent of
s

frequency, we can calculate a value for the dielectric permittivity

for ZnSe. In standard notation,the capacitance of a parallel plate

capacitor is given by eeq A/d.For sample 2 the area was estimated by
placing the sample on a graduated graph paper and photographing it

using a combination of close up lens. The area was approximately

2
found by counting the mm squares.The thickness of the sample was

measured with the travelling microscope. Using these techniques,we

find that the the dielectric permittivity of sample 2 is

(0.7?x4.63x10"12)/(8.85x10"15x35) = 10.1.The value obtained for e is

within 10 % of the quoted value of 9-1. The main reason for the

apparent large value of e is that measured capacitance,C , containss

some stray capacitance.For our experiments the stray capacitance is

expected to be the order of 0.5pF.
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The temperature dependence of n was investigated using the

arrangement shown in figure 5.20.The sample was placed in a copper

block which had a hole drilled in it.The copper block rested on an

aluminium block which in turn rested on a Griffin hot-plate. Located

approximately 2cm above the copper block was a small 5W tungston lamp

which was continuously left on while the temperature was varied. When

the temperature,as measured by a CRL 207 temperature indicator,reached

a constant value,the capacitance - frequency data was taken and

plotted on a double logarithmic graph paper and a least squares

analysis was used to find the exponent n. Some typical graphs for

sample 1 are shown in figure 5.21. Note in figure 5.21 that at high

temperatures C tends to a high frequency limit which is nearly equal
s

to the dark capacitance of the sample. In figure 5.22 n is plotted as

a function of increasing temperature.lt is observed that for sample

1,the temperature dependence of n can be described by the empirical

+ -f
relationship that n = (3.3 - 0.2)x10 T - (0.72 _0.05), while for

sample 2 n=(3.1 i 0.2)x10~^ - (0.67 - 0.09). A glance at figure 5.22

shows that for a given temperature,the value for n is greater for

sample 1.

For sample 2,the dependence of n upon photon energy and photon

flux incident on the sample was investigated. Some typical dispersion

of the ESC when light of different photon energy is incident on sample

2 are shown in figure 5.23. The dependence of n upon photon energy is

shown in figure 5.24. We observe that as the photon energy

increases,n slowly decreases. A possible dependence of n on photon

flux incident on the sample was investigated.To do this the wavelength

of the light incident on the sample was kept constant(A=0.56pm) and
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the flux of light incident on the sample was varied with neutral

density filters as before.The resulting dispersion produced in the ESC

is shown in figure 5.25.We see that as the photon flux increases,the

value of the dispersion parameter decreases.

5.5 Piscussion

The ESC measured in the experiments is directly proportional to

the real part of the dielectric susceptibility.lt has been shown above

that the dispersion of C can be described by a power law when light
s

is shone on the sample.Furthermore, no dispersion of Cg is seen when
the sample is in the dark.The dispersion of Cg will now be interpreted
in terms of hopping conduction.

Hopping conduction competes with band conduction.The contribution

of hopping conductivity to the total conductivity can be made more

dominant by freezing the free carriers onto shallow donors and

acceptors.Alternatively,one can work with insulating (or

semi-insulating) materials where it should be possible to observe

hopping conduction at room temperatures.

In our experiments,when the sample is in the dark,all the

electrons will be at the deep level.The wavefunction of electrons

occupying the deep level is of a localised nature.Thus the hopping

probability,which can physically be thought of as due to the overlap

of the wavefunction of an electron at two different sites, will be

small. Hence hopping conduction involving the deep centres will only

be measurable at low temperatures where the currents produced by this
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process will become relatively large compared with that produced by

electrons in the conduction band.Normally the magnitude of the current

produced by hopping conduction is orders of magnitude less than

currents produced by free carriers. This argument explains the

absence of dispersion in Cg when the sample is in the dark.

When light is shone on the sample,electrons will be excited from

the deep level into the conduction band. The electrons will be free

before they are captured by a shallow centre. The trapped electron

will remain at the site of the shallow centre before it is thermally

emitted into the conduction band. Then following the arguments

similar to those used to describe hopping conduction in ZnS:Mn,we can

infer that hopping conduction of electrons amongst the shallow centres

and the conduction band is highly probable.In the previous chapter the

dispersion in the resistance and capacitance of the TFED was

interpreted in terms of a model due to Scher and Lax (1973)-We have

indicated above that the dispersion of Cg is connected with the
photoconductive process of capture and thermal emission of electrons

amongst a distribution of shallow donor levels and the conduction

band. Thus we should use the model of Scher and Lax to interpret the

dispersion of Cg. We cannot use the model of Scher and Lax, as
presented in their paper, to the present case for the reason that n is

temperature dependent.The model of Scher and Lax points to a

temperature independent n. In our experiments,we found that the

temperature dependence of n can be described by the empirical

relationship

n = const.T - 0.8 5.1
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In a related field of decay of photocurrent after flash

illumination,it has been found that the decay of the photocurrent can

also be described by the continuous time random walk formalism (see

for example Pfister and Seller (1978)). An electron which is thermally

released from a shallow centre and captured later into an empty site

on a shallow centre after the electron has been "free" in the

conduction band will execute a random walk amongst the shallow

centres. Scher (1977) has shown that if a suitable form of the energy

distribution of the shallow levels produced by the shallow centres is

made then the distribution function, </>(t),which describes the

(mathematical) nature of the random walk for this case,can be shown to

decrease with time as a power law. The resulting distribution

function can then be substituted into the general formula for the

complex diffusion coefficient derived by Scher and Lax.In principle

this procedure can reproduce the temperature dependence of n seen in

our experiments (equation 5.1).The procedure mentioned above is

ad-hoc; that is if the right assumption is made then the right answer

will be obtained. At present we do not have sufficient detail

concerning the nature of the shallow levels to form a concrete

model.The nature of the hopping conduction has been understood in

terms of the random nature of the thermal emission of electrons from

shallow centres into the conduction band and the subsequent capture of

the electrons into the vacant sites on the shallow centres.The

pictorial representation of the hopping considered here is that shown

in figure 4.19.
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It was mentioned that as the photon energy of the incident light

on the sample increased,n decreased to a steady value.This behaviour

can be understood in qualitative terras.Electrons excited optically

from the deep level,once they are captured by the shallow centres,will

occupy a shallow level that depends on the number of electrons excited

into the conduction band. We will assune the shallow centres that

produce shallow levels below the conduction band are distributed in

energy.When the number of electrons excited optically is "small" then

the captured electrons are expected to occupy the deeper lying shallow

levels. As the number of electrons excited into the conduction band

increases, the shallow levels that lie close to the conduction band

will become occupied.We hypothesize that the dispersion parameter,n,is

controlled by the thermal emission of electrons from the shallow

levels. Then at photon energies near the photoionisation threshold, the

number of electrons excited into the conduction band are expected to

be "small" and,according to our postulate,the value of n to be

large.The dispersion parameter n tends to a constant value for photon

energies approaching the band edge presumably because the shallowest

level is more thanafew kT away from the band edge. The relative
A

number of electrons excited into the conduction band can be taken to

be described by figure 5.3. The behaviour of n on photon flux can

also be understood in terms of the above model. For low photon flux

incident on the sample, the number of electrons excited into the

conduction band will be "small" and thus the value of n to be

"large".When the incident flux of photons is "large" then the

dispersion parameter is expected to have a "small" value.
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We noticed in figure 5.22 that although the temperature

dependence of n for samples 1 and 2 was similar,n had a larger value

in sample 1 than in sample 2 for a given temperature.This observation

can be understood in qualitatitive terms.We have indicated that n is

connected with the thermal release/capture of electrons between the

conduction band and a distribution of shallow centres.lt was further

observed in the photoconductivity analysis that the shallow centres in

sample 2 produced shallow levels which were deeper than in sample 1 .We

expect n to be related with the energetic distance of the shallow

levels from the conduction band and thus we further postulate that

that n should be large if the shallow levies are "close" to the

conduction band and n to be "small" if the shallow levels are "further

away" from the conduction band.

A model of semi-insulating ZnSe is one that has a distribution of

shallow levels and a deep level. The PC showed the presence of a deep

level with a photoionisation threshold of 2.01eV below the conduction

band.We also conclude from the PC experiments the existence of shallow

levels below the conduction band.The shallow levels were found to

control the form of the rise of the PC.One surprising result from the

PC measurements was that the decay of the photocurrent showed an

approximate power law behaviour if the dark value of the photocurrent

was subtracted from the observed photocurrent.
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In the electrical measurements,the ESC of the ZnSe showed a power

law dispersion behaviour only if there was light shone on it.When the

ZnSe was in the dark the ESC was independent of frequency.A value of

the dielectric permitivity found from the ESC when the sample was in

the dark was within 10$ of the accepted value.The ESC of ZnSe showed a

power law dispersion behaviour only when light was made incident on

it.We interpret the dispersion of the ESC in terms of electrons

hopping between a distribution of shallow states and the conduction

band. The dispersion parameter ,in C <x f n,was found to increase

with temperature according to an empirical relationship of the form

n = const.T(K) - 0.7.The dispersion parameter was also found to be

dependent on the photon energy and the photon flux of the light

incident on it.The dependence of n on the photon energy and photon

flux was understood in qualitative terms of thermal emission of

captured electrons from a distribution of shallow states.
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Appendix 5A.Mathematical models for

the rise of photoconductivity

In the main text it was mentioned that the quenching of FC was

connected with the fact that the electrons captured by the shallow

centre are thermally emitted from the shallow centre at a rate which

is much less than the optical rate.In this appendix,we will show how

to describe this model mathematically.Figure 5A.1 shows a schematic

diagram of a semiconductor which has a deep level and a shallow donor

level below the conduction band.The rates which are to be considered

are indicated in the figure. Specifically,it will be assumed that the

deep level and the shallow level do not communicate with each other

directly but only indirectly through the conduction band. Using the

symbols defined in figure 5A.1,we can write down the rate equations

for electrons in the conduction band and for the electrons occupying

the shallow and the deep levels when light is shone on the sample as:

The material that we have studied should correctly be called a

semi-insulator.Thus we can make the following approximations to the

above three equations.We expect the deep centre to be fully occupied

by electrons when the sample is in the dark,hence - n^ can be put

n.j = -(+ e°)n^ + ^ ) 5 A. 1

5A.2

5A.3
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to zero.Furthermore,as the Fermi level is expected to be away from the

shallow level, thus IJ^ - can be put to equal ^.Finally when the
sample is in the dark, that is at time t=0,we can put

n (0) = N ,n (0)=0 and also n (0) = 0.Using these approximations ,the
I I <— C

above three equations can be simplified to

nc= -(e^ + e°)n^ 5A.4

n„= -e^n + c0N n 5A.52 2 2 2 2 c

nQ= (e^ + e°)n^ + e^n2 - c2N2nc 5A.6

Taking the Laplace transforms of the above equations (where the ~

indicates a Laplace transform of the variable from the time domain to

the s domain) ,we have

sn1= -(e^ + e°) n^ + N 5 A. 7

sn = -e^n + c.N n 5A. 82 2 2 2 2 c

n = (ef + e°)n + e0n - c N n 5A.9c 1 1 2 2 2 2 c

Solving equations 5A.7 and 5A.8 for n.and for n„in terms of n and
I c

substituting into equation 5A. 9, we have after a little algebraic

manipulation that

nc= k^Us + e2)/(s(s + k2)(s + k1 ))) 5A.10
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In equation 5A.10,k^ = e| + e° and = e^ + To derive the
above equations,we have made use of the initial conditions described

above. Making use of the extensive tables of inverse Laplace

transforms (see for example Erdeyli et al) we get that

nQ(t) = ^^k^(e^/(k^k^) +

(efc - k1)exp-k1t/(k1(k1 - k2))

+ c2N2exp-k2t/(k2(k2 - k1))) 5A.12

In the final expression of nQ which was used for modelling

purposes,e^ was put to zero. The form of nc predicted by the above
equation is plotted in figure 5A.2. Also shown in figure 5A.2 are

experimental points for the rise of the PC for sample 2.It is seen

that although equation 5A. 12 gives a reasonable fit. to the

experimental data,the fit is not good.Note further that the maximum in

the experimental points and the theoretical points do not match. The

fit to the experimental data was made such that the thermal rate e2
was less than the optical rate. We can modify the model presented

above to two more cases.In the first case suppose that there are two

deep levels and a single shallow level. For the second case,we assume

that there are two shallow levels and only a single deep

level.Consider the first case.Let the electron emission constants for
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o
electrons for the two centres of concentrations and ii^ be and
e° respectively.Then following the arguments and the method used to

derive equation 5.12 it is straight forward to show that the rise of

nc(t) will be given by

nc(t) = e^tUe^ /be°) +

[(e^ - e°)/(e° - b)]exp(-e°t)

+ C^N^/(b(b - e°))exp-bt)}

+N2e°{e2 /(be°) +

(e^ - e°)/(e° - b)exp(-e°t )

+ [C3N3/(b(b - e° ) )]exp-bt} 5A.13

In equation 5A.13 and e,^ (the thermal rates for electrons for the

deep centre 1 and 2 respectively) have been put to zero. The symbols

C3 and e3 are,respectively,the capture probability of free electrons
and e^ is the thermal emission rate of electrons from the shallow

centre and b = e3 + C^Ng.It is apparent that equation 5A.13 can be
adjusted so that it coincides with the maximum in the experimental

PC.However, the form of equation 5A. 13 is similar to that of 5A.12 and

thus it cannot predict the slow rise in the PC after the PC has

reached a minimum.
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The slow rise in the PC following the minimum can be reproduced

by assuming that we have a single deep centre, which is excited

optically,and two shallow levels below the conduction band.Let the

centre that produces the deep level have an optical rate for electrons

be e° and its concentration be N^.For the shallow centres ,let them
have concentrations N2 and with thermal rates e2 and e^ and the
capture probabilities for electrons and respectively.Then making

the same approximations as those used to derive equation 5A.12 and

making use of the tables of Laplace transforms it is straightforward

to show that in this case the rise of the PC will be given by

"c(t) = Nie5'{e3e2/(e1,alCt2^

+ [(e2 - e°)(e^ - e^/Ce^Ca^ - e®)^ - e°))]exp-e°t

— L(e2 ~ al) (e3 ~ ai( a2 ^e° ~al ^ a2 ~ al^)^exP~ai

- [ (e2- <*2 ) (e^ - «2 )/( a2 (e° ~ a2 ^ ^al " a2 ))^exP~a2 5A<1 ^

The a' s are found from factorising the quadratic

s2 + ste^ + e2 + C2N2 + C Ng] + + ejc^

Some numerical computation showed that equation 5A.14 had some

interesting properties. It was found that the size of the peak seen in

the initial rise of the PC is governed by the more deeper laying

shallow centre. The slow rise thereafter is controlled by the centre

that produces the more shallow level.In figure 5A.3 we have plotted
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the rise of the PC as predicted by equations 5A. 12 and 5 A. 14. It is

seen that the model of equation 5A. 14 gives a much better fit to the

experimental rise of the PC.We further observe in figure 5A.3 that the

maximum in equation 5A.14 coincides with the experimental rise of the

PC.In fitting equation 5A.14 to the experimental data we assumed that

t. t

e2 3'

We also investigated the possibility of equation 5A.14 also

describing the rise of the PC for sample 1 as well.If the rate of

thermal emission of electrons from the centres that produce the

shallow levels are approximately equal then the rise of the PC shown

in figure 5A.4 results.Figure 5A.4 shows a strong similarity to the

rise of the PC for sample 1.Hence we arrive at a model of the rise of

the PC for both samples with the prominent features of the rise of the

PC governed by the location of the shallow levels below the conduction

band. Equations 5A.12 to 5A.15 further predicts that the steady-state

value of the PC to be independent of the spectral content of the

incident light. This was not seen experimentally throughout the

entire spectral region that was studied.However, the main features of

the quenching of the PC has been described by the models presented

above.
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Appendix 5B

The variation of the steady-state PC of sample 2

In the previous appendix,we showed that the quenching of the PC

was a consequence of the excited electrons captured by shallow centres

and then thermally emitted at a rate which was much less than the

optical rate.Although the model in appendix 5A was able to reproduce

the main features of the time dependence of the PC, it predicted that

the steady-state PC was independent of the photon energy.This appendix

presents another solution to equations 5A.1 to 5A.3. It was shown in

the previous appendix that for sample 2,the PC is governedby the

thermal emission of electrons from the shallow centres after the

photoexcited electrons have been captured by these centres.If the

shallow centres are of sufficiently small concentration,then these

centres will be fully occupied by electrons when light has been shone

on the sample for a long time.Thus in the steady-state,we can put

nc = - n^.Hence in steady-state we get from equaion 5A.2

c x? + e^n - (e°n + e^N ) =0 5B.12 c 2 c 1 2 2

In equation 5B.1,e^ has been put to zero.The solution to equation
5B.1 is

t 1 , + r . 2 O t -.1/211 ( °°) = -k _ [k + e n + e„N ]
c 3 3 12 2

5B.2
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Now k„ = ©2/'c2 *s order URlty and e°>>e2,then equation
5B.2 can be approximated to

nc(~ ) - (e°ni)1/2

ie nc(°°) « ( a<p )1/2

Thus if we plot the steady-state photoconductivity against the

photon flux, ,a parabola should be obtained.The fact that this is so

has been demonstrated in figure 5.15.
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Fig5.2Typicalriseinthephotcurrentforsample1forincident monochromaticlightandwithadditionalUVlight. Monochromaticlight only(X=0.54ym)
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Fig5.3Typicalriseinthephotocurrentforsample2 formonochromaticlightandwithadditionalUVlight.
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Fig. 5.5 A comparison of the inverse rise time of the photoconductivity
of sample 1 when UV and monochromatic light are incident on sample l,x~j,

-1and when only monochromatic light is incident,x~i.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Flux,<J> (A.U)

Fig. 5.7 The inverse rise time constant of photoconductivity of sample 1
as a function of increasing photon flux.The UV light was continuously left on.
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Fig 5.11 A suitable plot of the (xcfO"1
spectrum of sample 1 to find the

photoionisation threshold of the deep

centre.
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Fig. 5.14 The decay of steady-state photoconductivity of sample 1

with no additional UV light switched on (A=0.49pm)
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Fig.5.16Schematicdiagramoftheexperimentalarrangementusedfor measuringtheequivalentseriescapacitanceofthesamples.Alsoshown isaschematicdiagramofthemethodofconnecting thesampletothebridge.
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Ftg5.18 Thefrequencydapendanceofthaequivalentseries capacltancaofsampLa1and2Inthedark
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Fig5.19Thedispersionoftheequivalentseriescapacitance ofsamples•'1and2whenexposedto'normal'(fluorescent)room lightsandtoroomtemperatures. Frequency(Hz)
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Fig.5.20Schematicdiagramofthemethodusedforobservingthedisnersionof Csasafunctionoftemperatureandhenceforobservingthevariationofnwith temperature.
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Fig.5.24Thevariationofthedispersion parameter,n,withphotonenergy.
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6 Some theoretical models of ac conductivity-

There are many models that attempt to describe the ac

conductivity seen in a large variety of materials-A large majority of

these models are applicable to amorphous and glassy materials.Very few

of these models will be applicable to semiconductors that are not

heavily doped.It is the object of this chapter to give an over-view of

the models that have been used to describe the ac conductivity

theoretically.

This chapter is presented in four sections.Section 1 deals with

the defects that contribute towards the ac conductivity in the

chalcogenide glasses, amorphous materials and semiconductors.In

section 2 we give an overview of the models that have been frequently

quoted in the literature connected with hopping conduction in

semiconductors.The criteria for selecting a sample to observe hopping

conduction in a semiconductor will be presented in section 3.A

conclusion is presented in section 4. We complete this chapter on the

limitations and use of the Kramers-Kronig relationship in appendix

bA.

6.1 Defects tnat control the ac conductivity

Glasses.such as the chalcogenides (for example As^S^) have an
important defect known as the 'lone-pair'(see for example Connell and

(4)
Street ). This defect is produced by dangling bonds that together

with strong electron-phonon interaction produce a situation whereby

one of the dangling bonds can bind two electrons while another
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dangling bond is empty of electrons.The two bonds with their electron
•a •"

occupancy are usually labelled D and D respectively.The D and D

are thought to arise from the same defect which is neutral and is

denoted by D°.

In tetrahedrally bonded amorphous semiconductors,the D+ and the

D~ pair arises in a manner similar to the glassy materials.The mutual

repulsion between the electrons in the doubly occupied dangling bond

is opposed by some form of structural relaxation due to strong

electron-phonon interaction (Connell and Street).Other forms of

defects that are bound together by Coulombic interaction may occur,for

example,between an impurity and a defect.

The D+ and D~ type of defects can occur in semiconductors but we

expect their concentration to be very small compared with that in

glassy and amorphous materials.In heavily doped semiconductors the

electron wavefunction associated witn tne electron at the site of a

dopant starts to overlap with the site of a neighbouring site of a

dopant so that an impurity band can form.Clearly,in such a case it is

feasible to consider electrons,for example,tunnelling between the

potential wells associated with the impurity sites.The potential wells

are separated by a potential barrier.A potential barrier can also be

formed by a defect and an impurity which behave as a pair.As the

density of the doping decreases.then the number of such pairs will

decrease (although they will still occur in small numbers).It

therefore follows that the contribution of such defects to the total

ac conductivity will decrease in nominally un-doped or lightly doped

semiconductors (NULDS).Real semiconductors will always have residual

impurities present in small concentrations-Hopping in semiconductors
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which have not been heavily doped should be analysed,as it will become

apparent later,in terms of an electron hopping over all the impurity

sites.

6.2 An overview of the models to describe the ac conductivity

The ac conductivity is related to the dielectric susceptibility

via the relationship:

'
. "

a = w ( x" +i X*) = o +ia
ac a a ac ac

i ii

where a and o are the real and imaginary parts of the ac
ac ac

conductivity respectively.Most of the theories deal wxtn the real part

of the ac conductivity>the imaginary part assumed to pe related to the

real part through the Kramers-Kronig relationship.The use of the

Kramers-Kronig relationship will be discussed in appendix bA.

One of the earliest attempts to describe the form of the ac

conductivity was that by Pollak and Geballe^20^-They wrote down the

rate equations for the occupancy of electrons communicating (for

example by quantum mechanical tunnelling with and without phonon

assistance) between two impurity sites and summing over all the

impurity sites.The resulting equations proved to be intractable.A

method of rendering them tractable is to assume that the hopping is

confined between pairs of impurity sites.Where the main contribution

to the ac conductivity comes from pairs of impurity sites,one usually

refers to it as a "pair approximation" (which has been popularised by
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Mott and Davis
(17) ).Within the pair approximation,we can distinguish

three possible forms of hopping conduction:correlated barrier hopping

(CBH), correlated and non-correlated hopping.In the CBH model,a charge

carrier jumps over the potential barrier separating the potential

wells associated with the pair defect.The correlated barrier term

comes from the fact that the height of the potential barrier is

related to the separation of the two defects.An example of CBH is

shown in figure 6-1 Correlation effects can be included by considering

the effect of the exclusion factor in the rate equations describing

the charge transfer from one defect to the other.Uncorrelated hopping

can be confined to pairs of defects where the exclusion factor is

unimportant. Calculation of a within the pair approximation is

straightforward. One centre (pair) will have a mode of x the

Debye type,the mode being characterised by one relaxation time x.One

then formulates the problem according to whether the electron hops

over the barrier or whether it tunnels to the other potential minimum

with or witnout phonon assistance.A general expression for the ac

conductivity within the pair approximation is of the form

A distribution of some physical quantity is made so that p(x)(the

probaoility distribution of the relaxation times) has some explicit

where is the ionisation energy of the hopping entity.Many theories

that model the ac conductivity make use of the expression for the

polarizability a(x,C) which was derived by Pollak and Geballe.The

various models which have used the pair approximation are collected in

ii

(Pollak(20)).
6.2

(7)
form.For hopping over barrier p(x ) has the form ( Elliot )

dxp(x) = (H kTe /He2) [He2/ (el W - lnl x/ x };)Jdx/x b.2
o u m o
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(111
the review by Long . In table 6-1 we list some of the models which

use the pair approximation and others that may have relevance to tne

semiconductor field. It is clear that a model of the ac conductivity

based on the pair approximation will be valid if there are defects in

the material that can be considered as pairs.In the chalcogenide

glasses anu in amorphous semiconductors the pair defect will be

connected with the D+ ana the D~.Furthermore for the chalcogenide

glasses,in connection witn bi-polaron hopping,Elliot has shown that

the temperature dependence of the exponent in the expression for the

ac conductivity (a
ac «f ) varies witn temperature as s = 1 - 6kT/Wm

where is the activation energy of the bipolaron.In

semiconductors.the CBH model may be applicable to heavily doped

semiconductors.In such semiconductors,ionised and neutral donor can

exist in close proximity to each other so that they are bound together

by some mutual interaction.An electron hops from the neutral donor

(creating an ionised donor) to the ionised donor.

As the concentration of the dopants decreases.then the

probability of such pairs existing in the semiconductor decreases.In

the work of Pollak and Geballe for example,the donor concentration of

sample 9.for which the ac conductivity data is presented,may not be

sufficient to form pair defects.The pair approximation has been

(2)
extended by Butcher and Sumraerfield .Butcher and later Summerfield

(15)
extended the work of Miller and Abrahams to the case when an

alternating field is applied to the sample.They showed that for the ac

case capacitors and voltage generators must be included in the

resistor network of the sample which was worked out by Miller and

Abrahams for the dc case.An approximation introduced by these autnors

was the »extended pair approximation'.ie,the pair approximation
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introduced by Pollak and Geballe is valid in the general case even

when the centres concerned are separated by large distances.Altnough

this approach would be valid to NULDS-the theory developed by tnese

authors cannot be used to give an analytical expression for the ac

conductivity (without invoking the pair approximation);numerical

studies carried out by these authors revealed.however,that the theory

is in reasonable agreement with experimental data for Ge as quoted in

their papers.

Another approach to describe the form of the ac conductivity in

NULDS would to be abandon the pair approximation (for all the

simplicity it offers) and to concentrate on the stochastic process of

hopping conduction.This line of reasoning was taken up by Scher and

(22)
Lax (making full use of the mathematical formulation of such a

/ -jg)
process developed Dy Montroll and Weiss ).Scher and Lax used the

continuous time formaiism of a random walk (CTRW) by a walker on a

lattice of impurity lattice sites. Specifically they found a general

expression for the complex diffusion coefficient which can be written

down in terms of a mathematical function <l> that describes the

nature of the random walk. There fyave been other forms of \p (ref 25)

other than the one derived by Scher and Lax. The main criticism of

the CTRW model is that the dc limiting value of the ac conductivity is

not in reasonable agreement with experimental data (Long), altnough

the agreement with the ac conductivity is good (the CTRW model has

C1 y)
been further refined by Odagaki and Lax )
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A sensitive test to observe which theory may be applicable to one

set of experimental data is to plot the temperature dependence of

s.This simple test will be valuable when it has not been possible to

fully characterize the sample(as for example in semi-insulating

samples where it is difficult to carry out Hall effect measurements to

determine the carrier concentrations and mobility).If,for example.one

(12)
looks at the work of Mathur et al , an Inspection of their data on

the ac conductivity of ZnSe heavily doped with Indium revealed that s

had a temperature dependence.The temperature dependence of s was not

observed by Mathur et al.In figure 6.2 we show the temperature

dependence of s for the data of Pollak and Geballe (.crystalline

Si),Mathur et al( crystalline ZnSe) and Jonscher ana Pickup^
(crystalline GaAs:Cr)-In all three cases shown in figure 6.2 tne

exponent s decreases with increasing temperature .For ZnSe the form of

the decrease of s can be expressed by the linear equation

s = (0.94 - 0.06) - (2.2- 0.2)x10"3T
In table 6.1 it is indicated that such a temperature aependence of s

can exist where an electron jumps over a potential barrier rather than

quantum mechanical tunnelling between the two potential wells.The

material studied by Mathur et al was heavily doped with Inaium.In

light of what was said in section 6-1-it would appear that the model

of Elliot is applicable to the data of Mathur et al. Knowing this,we

calculate to be 0.24eV (which is close to an "activation energy"

reported by these authors).The data for Si (taken from the paper by

Pollak ana Geballe) also shows a s that decreases with temperature

although in tnis case s does not tend to 1 as the temperature tends to

zero.It is worthwnile remarking here that any theory that models the

ac conductivity ana uses tne data of Pollak and Geballe for comparison
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must explicitly show the temperature dependence of s as seen in figure

6.2.Further note in figure 6.2 that s obtained from the data of

Jonscher and Pickup also shows the decrease of s with increasing

temperature in a linear fashion (.although at high temperatures. s

increases again for some unknown reasonJ.lt is unclear whether the

donor concentration of sample 9 of Pollak ana Geballe is sufficient

to produce pairs of defects.No concentration of the chromium impurity

in GaAsrCr was reported by Jonscher and Pickup.Thus the linear

decrease of s with temperature as seen in figure 6.2 must be taken as

an empirical fact which is sometimes observed in non heavily doped

semiconductors.The temperature dependence of s as shown in figure 6.2

lias not been observed before.

In polycx*ystalline materials (for example ZnS and ZnSe) the

crystal is made up of grains which have interface states.A study of dc

hopping conduction in polycrystalline Si,InSb,and CdTe by Sharma at

(23)
al concluded that the variable range hopping conduction seen in

their samples was associated with the amorphous nature of the

interface regions between the grains.This approach to describe the

variable range hopping in these materials is unlikely as tnis would

imply that the hopping conduction was a two dimensional effect . The

1/4
dc conductivity observed by these authors obeyed adc exp-CT^/T)

1/3
rather than a^c exp-(TQ/T) .thus the model put forward by these
authors for the physical origin of the variable range hopping can be

discounted.Since we know that polycrystalline materials are granular,a

better approach to the origin of the variable range hopping in these

materials would to be to acknowledge the fact that the total

conductivity will be controlled by the path taken by an electron such

that it will experience tne least amount of resistance.ie. the dc
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conductivity will be adequately described by a percolation theory (see
(1)

for example Ambegaoxar et al ).

6.3 Selecting a sample to observe hopping conduction

The early studies on flopping conduction were done at liquid

helium temperatures (for example Pollak and Geballe observed hopping

in Si at LHT).In all such materials,the material used had shallow

donors (for n-type materials) that had an ionisation energy much less

than kT at room temperatures.Thus to observe hopping conduction the

electrons had to be frozen out onto the donors.Hopping conduction then

observed can then be thought to be pictorially described by figure

4-21 (with the optical generation rate put to zero as there are

already electrons at the shallow donors).If the shallowest donor is

more then a few kT away from the conduction band edge (at room

temperatures,this would mean that the donor ionisation energy is more

than 27meV away from the conduction band) then it will be possible to

observe hopping conduction at room temperatures.The above argument can

equaily be applied to the case when hopping is thought to be due to

holes.Thus to observe hopping conduction at room temperatures,the

ionisation energy of the shallowest impurity must be greater than a

few kT away from tne band edge.However,to observe this form of hopping

conduction, electrons,for example,have to be photoexcited so that they

will occupy some donor states.This simple principle was used to select

the materials to observe hopping conduction in semi insulating ZnSe

and ZnS.
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6.4 Conclusions

An overview of the models used to describe the ac hopping

conduction in a large variety of materials has been presented.For the

chalcogenide glasses and the amorphous semiconductors,a "correlated

barrier hopping" model of an electron jumping from one potential well

to the other adequately describes the ac hopping seen in these

materials.This type of model may also describe the ac hopping seen in

heavily doped semiconductors.A test of this showed that tne hopping

conduction seen in heavily doped ZnSe was described by the model of

Elliot.However for NULDS the pair approximation breaks down as the

number of pairs of defects occurring in the material will be small.For

HULDS,the stochastic nature of hopping conductivity ( the CTRW model

of Scher anu Lax) gives perhaps the best insight of hopping

conductions.A further conclusion from the literature survey is that

the dc hopping conduction in polycrystalline materials is not

connected with the possible amorphous nature of the interface states

between the grains of the polycrystalline material.The dc conduction

in these materials is most likely to be connected with the fact

that the grains that make the crystal will have different

conductivities and the path that an electron,for example,will take in

traversing the material will be such that it will encounter the least

resistance.One further surprising result from the above literature

survey is that the dispersion parameter,s,is sometimes temperature

dependent.The form of this temperature dependence is tnat s decreases

linearly with increasing temperature.
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Appendix bA

Use of the Kramers-Kronig relationship to

interpret the ac conductivity

The text book Kraiuers-Kronig relationship (KKR) is based on the

e( to) is analytical throughout the entire frequency
c

range.For the sake of mathematical convenience the

frequency is taken to he a complex variable,

* *

(ii) e (-to ) = e ( to )

(iii) For real to im e changes sign at to = O+iO,

(.iv) For a real dielectric, Re( e( to ) )->E. as

<o->°° .where E is some finite value of the real part of

the complex dielectric permitivity.For the imaginary

part Im( e (to))->0 for a dielectric while for metals

Im(e(to)) - o —>0 as to -> °° .

Making use of these assumptions it is straightforward to

show (Landau ana Lifshitz) that the real and the imaginary parts

of the dielectric permitivity are related by the equations:

following assumptions (Landau and Lifshitz^0^)

(i) The complex dielectric permitivity

dc
to

e* - E = v'1? [ (e"(x)/(x - io))dx 6.1a

6.1b
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where the P indicates that tne principal value of the integral

must be taken,that is,the value of tne integral

lim b -*» r b-P
J f(x)tbc

p~"° -b+P

exists as the two values (p and b) tend to their respective

( 8)
values. Jonscher (1983) has argued that hopping conduction is

best described by the relationship given by equation 4.12 (ie

[e' - e'(w)]/e" =tan(stt/2) ) .It will be shown here that the

relationship given in equation 4.12 only exists as an accident as

m->0-If e" varies with frequency as f~n (where n is less than
f

unity) and this is substituted into equation 6.1a thene-E varies

with frequency as f n if one ignores the fact that the integral

has no finite value.It is then observed that the relationship

given in equation 4.12 is found.Clearly.the relationship given by

equation 4.12 is not a consequence of the KKR and the fact that

such relationships are sometimes seen experimentally must be

taken as an empirical fact and not as a consequence of the KKR as

mooted by Jonscher.

Equations 6.1 are a consequence of the Cauchy principal

(3)
value theorem (see for example Churchill and Brown ).Making use

of this theorem we note that there will be a pole at the origin

if the dielectric permitivity varies with frequency as a power

law of the type f n where n is positive.Thus we must add a

residue of the pole to the right hand side of equation 6.1a

(which must be the static value of the dielectric

permitivity).For negative frequency the same frequency dependence
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of the dielectric permitivity can be used.

We further note that the real part of the ac

conductivity,which can be empirically expressed by the

g
relationship a « f .where s is positive ana less tnan unity,also

3.C

fails to be analytic at the origin. This follows from tne fact

that the derivative of erwill vary with frequency as

S 1£ .Since s - 1 is negative the result follows. Thus a

concluding remark would be that although the KKR is an important

one.its limitations and use must be understood before it is

applied.
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Table6.1Abriefsummaryofhopping conductionmodels
Author(s)

Approach
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Dissadoand
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ModifiedCTRWmethod bipolaronhoppingOVERa potentialbarrier

Mottplus17 collaborators^

phononassistedquantumtunnelling ofelectronsattheFermilevel
Odagaki

18

CTRW+coherentmediumapproximation
Pike

(7)

19

Correlatedbarrierhopping
Pollak18) andGeballe

Originalpairapproximation
Scherand22Stochasticnatureofhopping ,..(9) Stumpe^10^

continuoustimerandomwalk
24Samplehasregionscharacterised bydifferentactivationenergies; decomposesampletoRandC network

materialto whichtheory applied

generalformula

n-Si Ge

forthepairapproximationananalyticalformjlais Trot®)u>T/48{ln-i,(u)T)}+(2i/5)tln^(uT)1}
■various" n-Si,S0, a-Si,a-Ge andothers

atan~1fc>T)/dc
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Realpart:UN2k/29e)[6e2/(kW)]'u3
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A(e2/a5)Un(ErJ2kTln\v_/«)Fph

DataofPollak andGeballe
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3ef4a/R^5Ma/R13M1'ea-f8a/RJ3feL^T8/2f4cos"fe»/:,t-3,n)

-.-la

cosh"U/2KT)cos(ew/2)
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Fig. 6.1 (a)Schematic diagram of a double potential well (DPI'/) .Shown on

the figure are hopping due to phonon assisted quantum mechanical tunnelling

(1) and that due to a transition surmounting the barrier (2),(b) a physical

DF1V produced by two impurity centres that have a Coulom.bic type of potential.



Fig.6.2Thetemperaturedependenceofsforthreedifferentsystems.Shownintheinsetisthedatafor Sionanenlargedscale.
Temperature(K)
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7 Conclusions

The work presented in chapters two through to six was the

characterization of impurities in wide band gap semiconductors used in

the optoelectronic industry and their influence on the ac electrical

properties.Two experimental methods,photoconductivity (PCON) and

photocapacitance (PCAP),were used to characterize the impurities.PCAP
Q

was used to characterise the Ni(d ) impurity in GaP,while PCON was

used to characterize the possible copper related complex in dc thin

film electroluminescent devices (TFED) and the M centre in
q

semi-insulating ZnSe.The Ni(d ) centre in GaP was studied by the

double light source steady-state (DLSS) photocapacitance technique.For

this method,an appropriately filtered light is first shone on the

diode to establish the initial electron occupancy of the nickel

centre. Monochromatic light is then shone on the diode to study,for

example,the optical cross section for electrons.The DLSS technique was

found to be convenient as the steady-state change in the

photocapacitance was shown to to be directly proportional to the
Q

optical cross section for electrons.Substitutional and isolated Ni(d )
2 2

has two energy levels, Tand E which are separated by a zero phonon

energy of 0.664eV (Kaufmann et al ( 1979)).The band seen in the DLSS

9
spectrum was shown to be consistent with the Ni in the d

configuration.A large onset in the band occurred at 0.7eV,with

additional structure at 0.72eV and 0.76 eV.All three features are

associated with a 31meV phonon in that the structure represents phonon

replicas.The structure in the band has not been seen previously in

photocapacitance experiments.Measuring the optical cross section for

electrons over a large photon energy range revealed a photoionisation
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process and a previously unseen dip at 1.24eV.The dip was shown to be
8 9

consistent with the transition d -> d +h involving a photothermal

process.The photoionisation process,which corresponds to the

transition d^ ->d® + e~ ,liad a threshold of(0.88 - 0.01)eV below the

conduction band at 0°C.A controversy in the literature reported by

Szawelska et al(1982) that there was no correlation between the

absorption spectrum of GaP:Ni and the photocapacitance spectrum of

GaP:Ni was resolved by proposing that there are two centres:one that

dominates the photocapacitance experiments (the isolated nickel

centre) and a nickel related centre that dominates the absorption

experiments.

The capacitance bridge used to characterise the nickel centre in

GaP was also used to characterise deep centres in ZnS:Mn TFEDs.A

sample connected to the the bridge is represented as an equivalent

circuit consisting of a series combination of a capacitor and a

resistor.For the GaP:Ni Schottky diode studied this equivalent circuit

is correct.An equivalent circuit of the TFED consisting of a parallel

combination of a capacitor and a resistor was found to be more

reasonable.Hence the capacitance measured by the bridge contains terms

from the true resistance of the device.The observed change in

capacitance when light was shone on the device reflects a resistance

change of the TFED rather than a photocapacitance change.We further

note that the measured resistivity of the TFED was much greater than

10^ ftcm and thus we do not expect a depletion region to exist in the

ZnS:Mn adjacent to the metal electrode.Two devices were studied:the

hydrogenated TFED and the non-hydrogenated TFED (HTFED and NHTFED

respectively).The active ZnS:Mn in both the non-hydrogenated and the

hydrogenated devices was shown to have the same deep centre (possibly
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a copper related complex) . The centre had a photoionisation

threshold of (2.49 -0.25)eV below the conduction band. A slight

difference was observed in the spectrum of the steady-state

photoconductivity divided by the incident photon flux (Av/<l>) for the

NHTFED and the HTFEDjthe HTFED showed a quenching in the spectrum of

(AV/(f>) for photon energies larger than 3.1eV.The quenching is

associated with another deep centre in the band gap that has a

concentration smaller than the main copper related complex centre.It

is rather surprising that the effect of hydrogenation has been to

introduce extra levels in the band gap. One would have hoped,in

analogy with a-Si:H,that the effect of hydrogenation would have

resulted in the reduction or such impurity levels in the band gap.

A material that is similar to ZnS is ZnSe.Photoconductivity was

used to characterise two samples (1 and 2) cut from an ingot of ZnSe.

The rise of photoconductivity (PCON) following shining light on the

samples was complicated.For sample 1,PCON went through a minimum

before increasing to a steady-state value.Sample 2 showed three

features in the rise of PCON.A shoulder in the initial rise,followed

by a rise to reach a maximum and then decreasing to a steady-state

value after going through a small minimum.The main features of the

rise of PCON for both samples could be understood in terms of a model

where the semiconductor has at least two centres that produce a deep

level and at least two shallow levels.The rise of the experimental

PCON,within the framework of the model,was understood as

follows.Electrons excited optically from the deep centre into the

conduction band will be captured by the shallow centre(s) and

thermally emitted at a rate that depends,amongst other factors, on the

location of the shallow levels below the conduction band.If the rate
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of thermal emission of eieetrons from the shallow centres is less than

the optical rate then the resulting (modelled) PCON showed strong

similarity to the experimental PCON.Modelling of the rise of PCON

indicated that the shallow centres producing the shallow levels were

relatively deeper in sample 2 than in sample 1.

The spectrum of the steady-state PCON divided by the incident

photon flux ( AV/ <j>) was similar for samples 1 and 2 with a small

difference that sample 2 showed a quenching of PCON for incident

photon energies approaching the band gap of ZnSe.Comparison of the

spectrum of ( AV/ <j>) for sample 1 with the optical cross section of

electrons ( o°) for the M centre as reported by Grimmeiss et al (1976)

showed that the M centre was present in both samples.However,PCON

experiments carried out by us showed that the optical cross section

for electrons could be obtained from the inverse rise time constant of

post-minimum PCON for sample 1 and from the square of the steady-state

PCON for sample 2. For sample 2,the relationship that the square of

the steady-state photoconductivity was proportional to the optical

cross section for electrons was obtained from the above mentioned

model.It was shown that if the shallow centres are of sufficiently

small concentration,then the capture of the photoexcited electrons

leads to the a situation whereby the shallow centres are completly

occupied by electrons.The resulting photoconductivity is then governed

by the rate of thermal emission of electrons from the shallow

centres.Photoconductivity experiments presented in chapter 5 gave a

spectrum of cl over a iarger photon energy range than that reported by

Grimmeiss et al. The photoionisation threshold for the centre

observed in PCON experiments was approximately 2.01eV below the

conduction band which agrees well with the location of the M centre in
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the band gap as found by Grimmeiss et al.One surprising result found

from the PCON experiments was that when monochromatic light had been

blocked off,the photocurrent decayed approximately as a power law once

the dark current had been subtracted. A qualitative understanding of

this behaviour was that of photoexcited electrons captured and

thermally emitted into the conduction band by progressively deeper

shallow centres until the photoexcited electron recombines with a deep

centre.No detailed calculations were done to test this explanation as

the form of the energy distribution or the shallow levels below the

conduction band was not known.

ZnS:Mn in the NHTFED and the ZnSe:Mn samples were further studied

to determine the nature of the ac conduction.To do this a capacitance

bridge and a frequency response analyser were used.The capacitance

bridge and the frequency response analyser represent the material to

be studied as an equivalent circuit consisting of a series combination

of a capacitor (C ) and a resistor (R ) whose values are measured over
s s

a large frequency range.The dispersion observed in R and C can then
s s

be decomposed into the true equivalent circuit of the material.For

both ZnS:Mn and ZnSe:Mn,it was found that when they were in the dark

the dispersion in R and C could be understood in terms of an
s s

impedance network.A physical equivalent circuit of the NHTFED,when

placed in the dark,was one which represented the ZnS:Mn as a leaky

dielectric with the effect of contacts to the TFED taken into

account.Thus the equivalent circuit of the NHTFED was that of a

parallel combination of a capacitor (C) and a resistor (R^) in series
with a resistor representing the resistance of the contacts to the

NHTFED.For ZnSeiMn no resistive part of the equivalent series circuit

of the samples could be measured by a capacitance bridge because the
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dissipation faotor was too small.However,when the samples were in the

dark,no dispersion in the equivalent series capacitance was found.A

simple experiment showed that the measured capacitance of ZnSe samples

was a bulk effect as the value of the static dielectric permittivity

was within 10^ of the accepted value.An impedance picture of the ZnSe

samples in the dark seems most likely.

When the NHTFED was exposed to wnite light dispersion in R^ and C
was observed.The form of this dispersion was R « f~^ and

P

C - C(°°) f .Here C(°°),the value of the capacitance at high

frequencies, was taken to be the dark capacitance and p and q are

positive and less than one.Both R^ and C - C(°°) varied with frequency
as power laws with three values of the exponents in the frequency

range from 1Hz to 100kHz.For frequencies less than 10Hz both R^ and
C - C(°0 varied with frequency as f~^.Similarly for frequencies

larger than 3kHz they varied with frequency as f~0»80 within

experimental errors.The fact that both R^ and C - C(°°) should vary
with frequency in a similar way was a rather unexpected result.Between

10Hz and 3kHZ R^<xf-0"^ and C - CC00)0^"^. The two exponents are
apparently related through the Kramers-Kronig relationship.We use the

word "apparent" because it was shown in appendix 6A that the

Kramers-Kronig relationship is not valid for functions which

(increase) with frequency as fractional powers. The reason is that

such functions fail to be analytical throughout the entire frequency

range.The dispersion observed in R^ and C when the NHTFED had light
shining on it was extended to the ZnSe samples.When light was shone on

the the ZnSe samples it was found that C decreased with increasing
s

frequency as f-n where n was less than unity.Investigations revealed

that n was temperature,photon energy and photon flux dependent. The
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temperature dependence or n could be described by an empirical

relation of the form n =aT - b.Here a and b are constants (different

for samples 1 and 2) and T is the absolute temperature.A plot of n

with photon energy showed that n decreased from a value of 0.52 when

light of photon energy 2.1eV was shone on sample 2 to a value 0.33 for

incident photon energies tending towards the band gap of ZnSe.

The dispersion observed in R and C - C(°°) for ZnS:Mn and in C
P s

for the ZnSe samples is ultimately connected with the photoconductive

process of capture and thermal release of carriers from a set of traps

(assumed to be donors for this discussion).A photoexcited electron

captured by a trap will spend time at the trap before it either

tunnels to another trap site with or without phonon assistance or it

is thermally excited into the conduction band.The end result of such a

process is that the electron willexecute a random walk amongst the

trap sites.Electrons tunnelling between the shallow trap sites is

highly probable since the overlap integral will be large.Scher and Lax

(1973) showed in their paper on continuous time random walk (CTRW)

applied to hopping conduction that a carrier executing a random walk

in a lattice could reproduce the frequency dependence of the ac

conductivity which is associated with hopping. That is it

g
successfully showed that a af where s was positive and less than

unity.The CTRW model is applicable to explain the dispersion observed

in Rp>C - C(») and C^.Thus the power law behaviour of these quantities
is understood in general terms.However a close inspection of the CTRW

model revealed that s is independent of temperature. The CTRW model

cannot be applied to the dispersion observed in Cq as n was shown to
be temperature dependent.(This statement will also be true for the ZnS

material as it is very similar to ZnSe.)The dependence of n upon
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photon energy can be understood in qualitative terms.We hypothosize

that n is controlled by thermal emission of electrons from the shallow

centres.For photon energies near the photoionisation threshold the

number of electrons excited into the conduction band is small and they

are expected to occupy the deeper lying shallow centres.In terms of

the hypothesis this implies that the value of n is large.As the number

of electrons excited into the conduction band increases,then they will

occupy centres that produce shallow levels close to the band edge.The

value of n tends to a constant value for photon energies approaching

the band gap presumably because the shallowest level lies more than a

few kT away from the band edge.The variation of n with temperature is

to be regarded as an empirical relationship at present.

Hopping conduction of the type described above for ZnS and

ZnSe,is not expected to be observable with the nickel impurity in

g
UaP:Ni.The ground level of Ni(d ) is 0.88eV below the conduction band

and thus the thermal escape time of electrons from the ground state of

9 8
Ni(d ) at room temperatures is expected to be the order of 10 s.Hence

the frequency at which the effects of hopping become observable will

—8
the order of 10~ Hz. This frequency lies outside conventional

capacitance bridges and also frequency response analysers.

A survey of the literature connected with hopping conduction

showed that there are many models that use the pair approximation.In

particular we showed that the model of a hopping entity jumping over a

potential barrier adequately describes the hopping observed in heavily

doped ZnSe. Furthermore it was shown that for non-heavily doped

semiconductors the dispersion parameter s decreased linearily with

increasing temperature with the value at OK dependent on the
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material.For the chalcogenide glasses,the linear decrease of s has

been shown by Elliot (1977) with the value of s at 0 K equal to I.The

fact that a linear decrease of s with temperature was also observed in

non-heavily doped semiconductors was unexpected.In such lightly doped

semiconductors the pair approximation (in particular the model of

Elliot) may not be valid.The temperature dependence of s is often

omitted in theories,especially those that attempt to describe the

hopping conduction in semiconductors.We have suggested that the

temperature dependence of s is a useful tool to determine the nature

of the process giving rise to the dispersion observed in hopping

conduction.We further showed in the same literature survey that the

analytical assumption which is used to derive the Kramers-Kronig

relationship is violated at zero frequency for functions which

g
increase with frequency as f wher s is positive and less than

unity.Consequently,the so-called universal law connected with hopping

conduction,namely that [ (x ' - X,(0O)]/x " = tan (str/2) is not a

consequence of the Kramers-Kronig relationship but has to be regarded

as an experimental fact that is sometimes observed in experiments.

Hopping conduction has been seen in semiconductors at low

temperatures.For example Pollak and Geballe (1961) had to cool their

n-type Si down to liquid helium temperatures to observe hopping

conduction.The reason for this is that the free electrons have to be

frozen onto the donors and thus reduce the free electron current which

masks the current due to hopping conduction. Hopping conduction then

observed is similar to that described above except that no electrons

have to be photoexcited to occupy the donor states. The temperature

where the electrons are frozen onto the donors will be related to the

location of the energy level of the shallow centres below the
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conduction band.The above work has shown that hopping conduction can

be observed at room temperatures if the shallowest impurity level is

more than a few kT away from the band edge.However to observe the form

of hopping conduction described above,electrons (or holes) will have

to be photoexcited so that they occupy the shallow impurity states.An

added advantage to observe this form of hopping conduction is that the

relative number of electron or holes photoexcited can be easily varied

by changing the spectral content of the light or by the change of

photon flux.

The work presented above has shown that it is possible to observe

a form of hopping conduction at room temperatures.However,this form of

hopping conduction should be observable from liquid helium

temperatures to room temperatures and above.Work is in progress to

observe the above form of hopping conduction in other

materials.Preliminary measurements on InP:Fe have shown that the above

form of hopping conduction becomes observable at liquid nitrogen

temperatures ( Chernyaev (1985) - private communication).The work on

InP:Fe will be presented elsewhere.
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